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13-1 INTRODUCTION

Group 13 contains the most essential ad just 
ment and replacement procedures required for
ordinary servicing of bodies. These procedures
may be performed by any competent mechanic
without spe cialized exp erience in body repair
work, and may be acco mplished with tools and
equipment usua lly available in a service shop.

Th e Fisher Body Serv ice Division publishes
service manuals which give much mor e detai led
information on Fisher bodi es than would be
possible in the space available in this shop
manual. These service manuals are furnished to
Buick Dealers through the Buick Service De
partment.

In formation covering all 1 [J48 model Fisher
bodi es is contained in the "1946 and 1947 Body
Manual, Service and Construction."

Information covering the 1949 S eri es 50-70
Fisher bodi es is contained in the "1949 F ish er
Body Service Manual for Buick "C" Series
Bodi es."

Figure 13-1 -Fisher Body Number Plate

13-2 FISHER BODY NUM BER PLATE

Complete identification of each body as re
quired for service is provided by a plate riveted
to the cowl on r ight side under the hood. See
f igure 13 -1. T h i s p late shou ld never be
destroyed; if removed during body repairs it
should be reinstalled in original location .

I
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The Style Number and Body Number always
should be furnished on every body parts order,
and on warranty cla ims and Product Reports
relative to bodies. In addition, the Trim Num
ber or the Paint Number should be furnished
if the subject relates to trim or paint.

The Style Number is a combination of the
model year, car division number, and actual
style number of body. In figure 13-1, 49 repre
sents the model year 1949, 45 indicates Buick
Division; 07 indicates the body style. An X fol
lowing the style number indicates that body is
equipped with the Hydro-Lectric Power System.

The Body Number is the production serial
number of the body. The prefix G denotes the
plant in which body was built.

The Trim Number furnishes the key to trim
color and material. Trim colors and materials
specified for each trim number are given in
The Buick Master Parts List.

The Paint Numb er furnishes the key to the
color combination and paint specifications.
Paint colors and the manufacturer's numbers
specified for each paint combination number
are given in the Buick Master Parts List.

13-3 CARE OF PAINT AND
CHROM E PLATED PARTS

.a. Care of Pa int

Care should always be used in applying pol.
ishes. Particular care should be observed when
the car is new and in using preparatory clean
ers which have abrasive properties, regardless
of age of the car, because unskilled application
of such cleaners will result in rubbed through
or thin spots in the paint. Pol ishes containing
wax should be applied sparingly and thoroughly
rubbed to r emove any surplus. Excessive coat
ings of wax tends to cloud the paint and destroy
its natural lustre, besides ac ting as a binder
for the accumulation of dirt.

When retouching of paint is required in serv
ice the paint should be the same number as
specified for the paint combination number on
the body number plate (par. 13-2) . Unless the
new paint contains the same pigments in the
same proportion as the original paint, the new
paint will weather out off-color even though it
appears to blend with the original paint at time
of application.

b. Ca re of Chro me Plated Parts

Although chrome plating itself is not subject
to r ust or corrosion there are destructive agents

which may seep through the pores of the
plating and attack the base metal underneath,
causing a corrosive condition which will under
mine the chrome plating if neglected. This cor
rosion of the base metal also exudes out of the
pores of the plating and shows up on the sur
face in the form of rust discoloration.

Road silt and slush thrown up by the car
wheels during inclement weather are detri
mental to chrome plated parts if allowed to re
main on the surface for any length of time.
Ordinary traffic film, particularly in industrial
areas, contains a certain amount of soot which
sets up a chemical reaction during damp weather
and this filters by degrees through the pores of
chrome plating to attack the base metal. In
some localities certain soils or clays contain
elements that eventually cause injury to chrome
plated parts.

Deterioration of chrome plated parts can be
avoided by keeping th e parts clean. The accu
mulation of traffic film, mud, etc., should be re
moved at reasonable intervals by washing with
plain water and wiping thoroughly dry. Seepage
of destructive elements through the pores of
the chrome plating can be retarded by applica
tion of a body polishing wax or a light mineral
oil. The material should be applied with a soft
cloth and then all surplus should be wiped off.

On parts where symptoms of cor rosion
appear, a cloth moistened with kerosene may
be used to remove the corrosion after which the
part should be waxed or oiled as explained
above. In cases of excessive corrosion it may be
necessary to use a non-abrasive scouring power
or a light rubbing compound. In applying these
cleaners on broad chrom e surfaces use a
straight forward and back motion with the
cloth to avoid rings.

13-4 CEMENTS AND SEALING
COMPOUNDS

Many different compounds are used as ce
ments and sealers in the construction of a body,
and many different brands are available for
service use. It would not be practical to stock
all of the compounds used, or to discuss here
all of the brands available.

The "3 -A" compounds listed here have been
found satisfactory for the applications indi
cated and are recommended for the cementing
and sealing operations required in servicing a
body. They are manufactured by the Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing Company and are
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generally available through automotive supply
houses.

Due to the adhesive properties of these com
pounds, application with a stick, screwdriver,
or similar tool is always unsatisfactory. This
method of application is not only wasteful but
usually results in smeared painted, surfaces and
upholstery which are difficult to clean. Sealing
guns should be used for application of these
compounds. For light bodied compounds the
small trigger gun B 182-A is satisfactory. For
heavy bodied compounds, a larger gun with
flow adjustment should be used.

a. 3-M Synthetic Rubber Adhesive

This cement is a synthetic rubber base adhe
sive developed especially for bonding synthetic
rubbers together -or to metal surfaces. It may
be used for cementing door and rear compart
ment lid weatherstrips in place, sealing around
windshield and rear window glasses, etc. Can
be applied with the small pressure gun or with
a stiff bristle brush.

b. 3-M Trim Cement

This colored adhesive is used for cementing
trim fabrics to metal panels, trunk linings, floor
carpets, etc. It is especially developed to adhere
to fabrics without bleeding through to cause
discoloration. This cement has the "quick tack"
and "wet" strength required to permit cement
ing the fabrics in place quickly and securely.
On 1949 Series 50-70 bodies it may be used to
cement "Soundsorber" to the deadener pad on
the underside of the roof panel.

c. 3-M Felt Pad Adhesive

This is a heavy black cement used for attach
ingall types of deadener pads to metal panels.

d. 3-M Convertible Top Sealer

This medium bodied sealer, available in black
or tan, is used strictly for sealing the seams
and tacking areas of the top fabric on convert
ible coupes. Should be applied with the small
trigger type sealing gun.

e. 3-M Autobody Sealer

This semi-heavy black compound is a flexible
rubber sealer for general use in sealing welded
seams inside the body. It is also used for seal
ing body mouldings. It is non-drying and its
ability to stay in place without flowing makes
this sealer useful for many purposes.

f. 3-M Underseal

This sealer is a sprayable black coating for
use on metal surfaces underneath the body. It
is especially useful for sealing all welded seams
and crevices against entrance of dust and
water. It also acts as an insulator against noise
and extremes of temperature.

13-5 BODY MOUNTINGS
The locations of body mountings and the

parts used at each location are shown in figures
13-2 through 13-5.

The rubber shims used at each mounting
point are designed to eliminate metal-to-metal
contact between the frame, bolt and body so
that transmission of noises is prevented. In all
closed body mountings, except No. 1 on Models
59-79, the shims are of the positive preloaded
type in which a spacer surrounding the bolt de
termines the amount of compression that can
be put in the rubber shims. The No.1 mount
ings on Models 59-79, and all mountings used
with convertible coupes do not use the spacer.

When body bolts are tightened, the spacers
must be solidly seated. To avoid distortion of
parts, and also to give proper compr-ession to
the shims where spacers are not used, a torque
wrench should be used to tighten all bolts uni
formly to 25-30 ft. lbs. torque.

In addition to the parts shown in figures 13-2
through 13-5, steel shims are added as required
at individual mountings to compensate for
variations in body and frame in order to insure
a firm mounting without distortion of body.
Whenever it becomes necessary to remove body
mountings, care must be taken to reinstall all
of the mounting parts and steel shims in their
exact original positions.

Closed bodies should not be re-shimmed to
correct distortion of door openings. These open
ings should be shaped as required by the use of
body jacks. The body should rest firmly on all
mountings before bolts are tightened and steel
shims should be added where body does not con
tact a mounting. Shims for this purpose are
furnished under group 4.023.

Convertible bodies may be re-shimmed in
cases where door locks do not latch securely
after door is properly adjusted to body open
ing (par. 13-27). In such cases, shims placed
under the ends of body will close in the body
door opening sufficiently to insure proper latch
ing of door locks.
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Figure 1J-4-Closed and Estate Wagon Body Mountings-1949 Series 50·70
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13-6 'DOOR LOCKS A ND HANDLES

a. Description of Door Locks and Handles

Each door lock is operated by an outside
handle and also by an inside handle and remote
control assembly which is connected to the lock
by a link. The connecting link has slotted holes
to permit operation of lock by either the out
side or inside handle independently of other
handle.

On 1949 Models til, 59, 71, 79, "free-wheel
ing" linkage incorporated in the rear door locks
permit adjustment so that the doors cannot be
opened by operating the inside handle when
the locking rod knob is down. This safety fea
ture, desirable where small children ride on the
back seat, prevents accidental opening of a rear
door when the car is in motion. Locks are set
in normal or positive operating position at the
factory, and must be set for "free-wheeling" at
the request of car owner (subpar. f).

Each front door is provided with an outside
safety lock located below the door handle. This
lock is operated by the same key that operates
the ignition switch, glove box door lock and
rear compartment lid lock.

Rear doors are locked from the inside only
by means of the inside locking rod knob which
projects through the garnish molding. The
front doors also may be locked from inside by
the same means.

1948 Mod els use a sliding bolt type door lock
which is bolted to ' the door inner panel. The
lock bolt engages a striker mounted on the
body lock pillar. The striker is provided with
a safety catch to prevent door from swinging
open in case it is not securely latched. Striker
plates are adjustable for proper fit of door at
lock side.

1949 Series 50-70 use a new "U" type door
lock and a striker which also serve in place of
the wedge plate and dovetail bumper used in
prior models. The door lock, which contains a

STRIKER

Figure 13-6-000r lock and Striker, Outer Side-1949 Series 50-70
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Figure 13-7-Door Lock, Inner Side-1949 Series 50·70

spring-loaded sliding shoe, is attached to the
face of door lock pillar. See figures 13-6 and
13-7. The vertically operating lock bolt engages
a notch in the lock striker which is attached
t o bod y lock pillar by two screws which enter
a floating anchor plate inside the pillar. Serr a
tions on back of striker and on pillar permit
lateral and vertical ad justment for proper fit of
door at lock side. See figure 13-8.

Allen or a cross-recess typ e set screw; later
locks have a hex head set screw . Use of cross
r ecess or hex head set screws are indicated by
two dimples formed on lower face of lock. The
set screw may be seen by remo ving the upper
outer lock screw and shining a light through
screw hole while sighti ng through access hole
in lock pilla r. On closed bod ies, door weather
strip must be loosened to expose access hole.
Loosen set screw onl y enough to permit r emo val
of handle, using proper type wrench or screw
driver inserted through acc ess hole.

The door outside handle escutcheon with fer
rule is attached to door outer panel with screws
which turn into cage nuts on inside of panel.
The escutcheon can be r emoved after r emo val
of handle. To install, position escutcheon ap
proximately and install retaining screws, leav
ing scre ws just loose enough to pe rmit escutc h
eon to shift as r equ ired. Insert door handle in
lock and adjust escutc heon to align handle with
lock. Maintaining escutc heon position, r emove
handle and tighten escutcheon screws, then in
stall han dle.

LO CKING
RO D --,.-~-

-

Figure 13 -8-000r Lock Slr iker-1949 Series 50-70 Figure 13 -9-SafeIY Lock Removal-1948 Model Shown

b. Door Outside Handle and Escutcheon
Replacement

On 1948 Models, t he door outside handle
sh aft is anchored in the lock by a headless
s lotted retaining screw . To r emove handle r e
move retaining screw through the hole in door
lock pillar above lock bolt, then pull door
handle out.

On 1949 Se ries SO-70, the door outside handle
is r etained in lock tumbler (fig . 13-6) by a: set
screw. Locks in first bodi es have eithe r a Va"

c. Safety Lock Replacement

1. Release door side weatherstrip at lock
face to expose the flat lock spring r etainer.

2. Insert putty knife between door flan ge
and retainer and at same time pr y the retainer
out about %" with anothe r putty knife or thin
screwdriver. Rem ove safety lock f rom its open
ing in the door panel. See figure 13-9.

3. Rev erse the removal procedure to install
lock, then cement weatherstrip wh ere loose
with 3-M Rubber Adhesive (par. 13-4).
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Figure 13-10-000r Lock Removal-1948 Models

d. Door Lock Replacement-1948 Models

1. Remove door trim pad (par. 13-20) and
raise window glass.

2. .Remove door outside handle and safety
lock.

3. Remo ve inspection hole cover from door
inner panel.

4. Remove 4 screws which attach lock to
inner panel. See figure 13-10.

5. Swivel the anti-rattler clip on inside lock
ing rod out of position and remove the rod.

6. Tilt lock and disconnect remote control
connecting link. DO NOT twist "T" stud on
lock when releasing link.

7. Remove lock through inspection hole in
inner panel.

8. To install lock, reverse the removal proce
dure. Adjust remote control, if necessary, to
take up excess play in connecting link.

Figure 13-11-000r Lock Removal-1949 Series SO-70

e. Door Lock Replacement
1949 Series 50-70

1. Remove door trim pad (par. 13-20) .
2. On closed body, remove door outside

handle (subpar. b) and on front door remove
safety lock (subpar. c).

2a. On convertible body, remove access hole
cover adjacent to door lock and through access
hole disconnect door safety lock rod and out
side handle rod.

3. Disconnect remote control link by remov
ing remote control mechanism.

4. Disconnect door inside locking rod through
access hole in door inner panel.

5. Remove 4 retaining screws and remove
lock through opening in door lock pillar by
turning lock at a slight angle toward inside of
car then tilting front of lock down to clear
the opening. See figure 13-11.

6. To install lock, reverse the re moval pro
cedure. Adjust remote control, if necessary, to
take up excess play in connecting link.

PULL O UT FOR
FREE W HEELINGJ

...

[ -
PUSH IN FO R
NO RMAL LOCK
O PERATION

Figure 13-12-Free-Wheeling Adjustment

f. "Free-Wheeling" Adjustment, Rear Door
Lock-1949 Models 51, 59, 71, 79

1. Pull up on the inside safety locking rod
knob.

2. Insert Free-Wheeling Adjusting Tool
J 2770 through hole in lock and engage notch
of tool under the free-wheeling link. See fig
ure 13-12.

3. Pull out on tool to set lock in free-wheel
ing positi on; push in on tool to set lock in non
free-wh eeling or normal operat ing position.

13-7 DOOR CHECKS AND HOLD-OPEN
DEVICES

a. 1948 Models

Front doors on all 1948 models and rear
doors on Seri es 50-70 only, are provided with
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door checks which incorporate a hold-open de
vice. The hold-open casing assembly contains
two spring-loaded shoes which engage projec
tions on the check link when door is fully .
opened. See figure 13-13.

DOOR CHECK A ND HOLD-OPEN LINK •

CASING CAP I

r f
HOlD-OPE~c.:;.s;G ASS'!

J

CHECK U;K STOP

L \ .
.

Figure 13-.I3-000r Check with Hold-Open Oevice-1948 Models

Rear doors on Seri es 40 have a check link
of cushion design and on these doors the hold
open device is contained in the door upper
hinge.

Door checks are set at the factory for proper
degree of door opening, and usually require no
further adjustment. If it becomes necessary to
provide a greater degree of door opening, dis
connect check link by removing the hinge screw
at body pillar, pull link out as far as possible
and unscrew it a couple of threads, then con
nect link at body pillar.

b. 1949 Series 50-70

1949 Series 50-70 bodies have a new type
door check and hold-open assembly that incor
porates a pair of springs for counterbalancing
and preventing the door from slamming shut.
These springs also assist in opening the door,
while the toggle action of the links establishes
a definite hold-open position. See figure 13-14.

The check lin k is furnished as a complete
ass embly only and is not ad justable except for
its position on door inner panel. The assembly
may be reached for adjustment or replacement
by removing door trim pad (par. 13-20) and
door inspection hole cover. The bolt holes in
door inner panel are slotted to permit proper
location of check link so that it will operate
without binding.

. '\>.

(1....
t:J

Figure 13-14-Rear Door Check Link with Hold-Open Device
1949 Series 50-70

13-8 DOOR RUBBER WEATHERSTRIPS

The rubber weatherstrips which are cemented
to the door flanges should contact the body door
opening firmly and evenly at all points when
door is closed. This can be checked by closing
the door on a slip of paper placed at intervals
around the door. If paper can be withdrawn an
adjustment of the weatherstrip on the door
may be necessary.

Moving the door inward for closer contact
of rubber weatherstrip against body may be
accomplished by striker plate or door hinge
adjustment. If door is in proper alignment,
however, correction of air or water leak around
door opening will probably require correction
of rubber weatherstrip condition. If weather
strip is misaligned or loose it should be re
moved, adjusted and re-cemented into place.
If weatherstrip is damaged or deteriorated it
should be replaced.

When re-cementing or replacing door rubber
weatherstrip the following procedure must be
used to insure permanent adhesion.

1. Carefully remove old weatherstrip or por
tion to be re-cemented.

2. Thoroughly clean flange of door and sur
face of weatherstrip with a wire brush or
with a cloth da mpened with white gasoline. Do
not us e kerosene or other fluids containing oil.

3. Allow surfaces to dry, then brush a coat
ing of 3-M Rubber Adhesive (par. 13-4) on
mating surfaces of door and weatherstrip.

4. Keep coated parts separated and allow
cement to air dry until "tacky", which requires
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about 10 minutes. If parts are joined wh en
cement is wet the weatherstrip will not ad 
here properly.

5. Press weatherstrip firmly into place, being
careful not to stretch it. Wh en a tt a chi ng
weatherstrip along bottom of door be ca reful
not to close drain holes in door inner panel.

6. Attach retainer along hinge edge of door
where used. Secure weatherstrip along bottom
of door with retainers provided. On 1948
models, metal clips are used which are inserted
through r etainers welded to door panel. On
1949 S eri es 50-70, the weatherstrip is held in
place ' by a retainer with a scalloped flange
which is crimped over weatherstrip.

IMPORTANT: Do not close th e door [or at
least a half hour after re-cem eniinq orinstalla
tion of uieaiherstrip, If time permits, leave door
open for a long er period. If door is closed be
for e cemen t is thoroughly dry, th e pressure
against lip of ioeaiherstrip will caus e w eather
strip to pull away from its cemented base and
early fai lure of th e installation will result.

13-9' DOOR DOVETAIL BUMPERS AND
WEDGE PLAYES

Each door is supported on the lock side by a
wedge plate and dovetail bumper. On 1948
models, the wedge plate is mounted on the door
and the dovetail bumper is mounted on the
body. On 1949 S eri es 50-70, the wedge plate is
mounted on the body and the dovetail bumper
is incorporated in the door lock.

On a properly aligned door, the wedge plate
should enter centrally into the dovetail bumper
so that the lock side of door is supported with
out strain or vertical play in the closed posi
tion. In the event of weal' or door adjustment,
the wedge plate may be loosened, shifted up or
down as required and then tightened again.

The wedge plate must never be adj usted so
as to spring the door up or down to secure
alignment of door in body door opening. If door
is not in alignment wh en wedge plate is re
moved, the door should be adjusted (par. 13-10).

a . 1948 Doveta il Bumpers and
Wedge Plates

The dovetail bumper and casing assembly
comprises upper and lower shoes, r ubber
cushions, and springs which are retained in a
casing attached to body by a cap which may be
removed for replacement of parts. See fig
ure 13-15.

Figu re 13-15-Wedge Plate and the Dovetail Bumper with
Cap Removed-1948 Models

Th e lower bumper shoe is stationary and has
a rubber cushion between its lower side and
the casing. The upper bumper shoe is spring
load ed at the inner end and can slide in and
out. A rubber cushion located between the
upper shoe and the bumper casing is r etained
by a clip which also provides a bearing for the
sliding shoe.

The dovetail bumper and casing assembly is
not adjustable; however, all parts except the
casing are replaceable to correct for wear.

The dovetail bumper wedge plate is attached
by two screws to a floating anchor plate in the
door inner panel. Slotted holes in door panel
permit vertical adjustment of the wedge plate.

b. 1949 Series 50-70 Dovetail Bumpers
and Wedge Plates

The dovetail bumper on 1949 Series 50-70
is incorporated in the door lock. One bumper
shoe is installed in lower side of lock casing
and the casing itself forms the upper shoe. See
figure 13-7 .

The wedge plate is combined wi th the door
lock striker. It is installed on the body lock
pillar with two screws which enter into a float
ing anchor plate inside the lock pillar. Serra
tions on the back of the striker and on the body
pillar allow for both vertical and horizontal
adjustment. See figure 13-8.

Whenever the door lock striker (wedge
plate) is adjusted, it must be placed so that it
enters centrally into the door lock and also that
proper contact of door weatherstrip with body
is obtained when door is closed.
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13-10 DOOR HINGES AND DOOR
ADJUSTMENT

a. Checking Door Fit in Body Opening

A door which is hard to open and close or
which does not fit the door opening in body with
even spacing all around and close flush with
adjacent body panels should be carefully checked
for fit in body opening before attempting any
adjustment of hinges or door lock striker. Some
times a combination of adjustments are re
quired and time will be saved by checking as
follows:

1. Check for even contact of door rubber
weatherstrip with body by closing door on a
slip of paper placed at intervals around door.
If paper can be withdrawn an adjustment of
the door hinges, door lock striker or weather
strip is indicated.

2. Remove the dovetail bumper wedge plate
(1948) or door lock striker (1949) to allow door
to hang free on the hinges.

3. Close the door and check the spacing of
door in body opening at front, top and rear
edges. The spacing should be uniform in width
along each edge and should be approximately
equal at all three edges.

4. Check the belt molding or horizontal crease
line at belt line of door and body. This should
be in continuous alignment along the side of
body from front edge of front door through the
rear quarter panel.

5. Hold door closed and check door flanges
for being flush and in uniform alignment with
adjacent body panels.

Careful consideration of door spacing, belt
molding or crease line alignment, weatherstrip
contact and door flange alignment will show
whether correction can be made by adjustment
of door lock striker or door hinges or a com
bination of both. It also will show whether the
door or door opening requires truing up by other
means than adjustment. On a convertible coupe,
an adjustment of door frame stiffener rod may
be indicated (par. 13-27).

If hood is not in proper alignment with front
doors, the hood should be adj usted; do not at
tempt to shift a properly fitting door to obtain
alignment with the hood. Likewise, if door fits
body opening properly, the fender or fender ex
tension rather than the door should be adjusted,
if required, to secure proper alignment and
clearance of these parts.

b. General .Instructions for Adjusting
Door Hinges and Lock Strikers

The following general instructions apply to
all body styles. For specific information on door
hinges see subparagraph c (1948) or subpara
graph d (1949).

Adjustment and fitting of a door in body
opening should always start at the hinge side
of door. Dovetail bumper wedge plate (1948) or
door lock striker (1949) must be removed to
allow door to hang free on hinges.

Before making an adjustment at the hinges
it is advisable to mark the location of hinge on
body and door so that amount and direction of
hinge movement can be measured as an aid in
adj ustment. It will be necessary to remove
hinge covers where installed and to reinstall
and seal them after all adj ustments are com
pleted.

Doors are heavy and hard to handle if all
hinges are loosened during door adjustment and
it may require the services of two men, one to
hold the door at the correct adjustment while
the other man tightens the hinge.

The in and out, or fore and aft adjustment
may be simplified if only one door hinge at a
time is loosened, adjusted and then tightened
again.

To facilitate easy adjustment of the door up
or down, use a car jack placed under the center
of the door when it is in an open position. When
the hinge screws are loosened, the jack may be
operated to move the door up or down to the
correct adjustment with very little effort, after
which the screws may be tightened again.

In some cases it may be necessary to use a
combination of vertical, in-and-out and fore
and-aft adjustments to secure proper fitting of
door in body opening and proper contact of
door weatherstrip with body.

Alignment of door and body belt moldings or
crease lines at hinge pillar should be obtained
first, by vertical adjustment of door at hinges.
Then align door flange so that it is flush with
adjacent hinge pillar by an in or out adjust
ment of one or both hinges. Finally, obtain
spacing of uniform width along hinge side
which is approximately equal to spacing on lock
side of door by fore or aft adjustment of one
or both hinges.

When door is properly adjusted at hinge side,
uniform spacing and also alignment of belt
moldings or crease lines should exist at the lock
side of door. In order to obtain alignment of
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moldings or crease lines at lock edge of door it
may be necessary, in some cases, to adjust
hinges so that door spacing on hinge side is not
exactly uniform in width; however, the spacing
must not be noticeably tapered on either the
front, top or rear edges of door.

After door hinges have been adjusted for
proper fit of door in body opening, adjust the
door lock striker to secure good contact of door
weatherstrip with body and easy operation of
door lock bolt. Door lock strikers are adjustable
in and out to. take up excess play through use.
Serrations on the back of door lock striker and
on the body pillar, coupled with anchor plate in
body pillar, allow for this adjustment.

On 1949 Seri es 50-70, the door lock striker
should be adjusted vertically so that it enters
centrally into the door lock. On 1948 models
install and adjust dovetail bumper wedge plate
so that it enters centrally into the dovetail
bumper. The striker or the wedge plate should
be positioned so that it supports the door with
out strain in upward or downward direction.

On conv ertible coupes, if door does not fit
flush 'with body at lock side adjust door frame
stiffener (par. 13-27).

~---=;'i!i' . CO VER
r- PLATE

Figure 13-16-Fronl Door Hinges-1948 All Series

c. Door Hinges-1948 Models

Front doors on all 1948 models and rear
doors on the Series 50-70 only, are equipped
with concealed butt-type hinges. See figure
13-16.

Rear doors on S eries 40 only are equipped
with box-type strap hinges, with the strap
attached to door inner panel under the trim
pad. See figure 13-17.

Front doors on all series and rear doors on
Series 50-70, may be adjusted "in" or "out" at
upper and lower hinges by loosening hinge
attaching screws at either body or door hinge
pillar, or both, moving door in required direc
tion and tightening hinge screws. See fig
ure 13-16.

These butt type hinges are not adjustable for
"fore" and "aft" movement of door since this
adjustment is seldom necessary unless the
hinges have been bent by accident. A bent hinge
should be removed and straightened, or re
placed. A limited forward adjustment may be
made by placing a narrow waterproof shim
between the inner edge of hinge strap and the
body pillar.

HING E
STRAP SCREW S

Figure 13-17-Rear Door Hinges-Series 40

On Series 40, rear doors may be moved "in"
or "out" at upper and lower hinges by loosen
ing the hinge box screws at body pillar. If this
does not provide sufficient movement of door,
loosen and pull back the trim pad and change
the thickness of shims located between the
hinge strap and door inner panel. These doors
also may be moved "fore" and "aft" by loosen
ing hinge strap attaching screws at door inner
panel. See figure 13-17.

The butt-type hinges used on all front doors
and rear doors on Series 50-70 are provided
with cover plates which are sealed to prevent
passage of water. When hinges are to be ad-
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body hinge pillar. If hinge is bent so that con
siderable "fore" or "aft" adjustment is re
quired, the hinge should be removed and
straightened, or replaced.

The butt-type hinges used on rear doors are
provided with cover plates which must be
sealed during installation, as described in sub
paragraph c above. See figure 13-18.

justed or replaced, the door rubber weather
strip must be detached at plates and the plates
'must be removed.

Before reinstallation of a hinge cover plate
fill the hinge depression at top and bottom of
hinge with 3-M Autobody Sealer as shown at
"2" in figure 13-18, sealing only the areas cov
ered by the hinge cover plates. Brush sealer on
all surfaces of hinge cover plates which contact
the hinge and the door and body metal, then
install cover plates. Joints marked "I" and "2"
in figure 13.-~8 must be water tight. Cement
door weatherstrip to hinge cover plate as
described in paragraph 13-8.

Figure 13-18-Sealing of Hinge Cover Plate
A-FRONT B-REAR

d. Door Hinges-1949 Series 50-70

Front door hinges on 1949 Series 50-70 are
equipped with box-type hinges having large
goose-neck straps designed ' to provide maxi
mum door entrance room. Rear doors are
equipped with concealed butt-type hinges. See
figure 13-19.

Front doors may be adjusted "outward" by
shimming behind the hinge strap on door inner
panel. A slight "in" and "out" adjustment can
be obtained by loosening the hinge to body pil
lar attaching screws. Front doors may be ad
justed "fore" and "aft" by loosening the hinge
strap to door attaching screws. It is necessary
to loosen and pull back the trim pad to reach
the hinge strap screws.

Rear doors may be adjusted "in" and "out"
by loosening the hinge to body pillar attaching
screws. A limited "forward" adjustment may
be made by placing a narrow waterproof shim
between the inner edge of hinge strap and the

Figure 13-19-Front and Rear Door Hinges-1949 Series 50-70

13-11 REAR COMPARTMENT LID
WEATHERSTRIP

On 1948 models, the rear compartment lid is
sealed against entrance of dust and water by a
molded rubber weatherstrip which is cemented
into a gutter formed in body metal around rear
compartment opening. The weatherstrip has
a projecting lip to provide positive contact
against the lid when closed and a groove
formed in the rubber acts as a gutter to carry
water around the opening so it can drain out at
lower corners.

On 1949 S eries .50-70, the molded rubber
weatherstrip is composed of a TOP section and
SIDE section. The TOP section is cemented in
to the gutter of the compartment opening and
extends across the top and part way down each
side. The SIDE section is cemented along the
sides and bottom flange of the lid.
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To avoid dust and water leaking into the
rear compartment, the compartment lid weath
erstrip must be in good condition and securely
cemented to the metal surface on which it is
mounted. The lip of the weatherstrip must
make firm contact at all points. This can be
checked by closing the lid on a slip of paper
placed at intervals around the lid. If paper can
be withdrawn, an adjustment of the weather
strip or lid may be necessary.

The rear compartment lid may be adjusted
at the lOCK strikers or the hinges to obtain
better contact of the weatherstrip (par. 13-12),
however, if the lid fits the body opening
properly it may be necessary to correct an un
satisfactory weatherstrip condition. If weather
strip is loose or distorted it should be loosened
sufficiently to permit proper adjustment and
re-cementing, If damaged or deteriorated the
weatherstrip should be replaced.

When re-cementing or replacing rear
compartment lid weatherstrip use the same
procedure for applying cement and setting
weatherstrip in place as specified for door
weatherstrips (par. 13-8). When replacing
weatherstrip in 1948 model, start with one end
of weatherstrip pressed down in gutter at bot
tom center and follow around the opening press
ing weatherstrip firmly and evenly into place.
Do not stretch the rubber, particularly at the
corners. Cement both lower ends of weather
strip together.

IMPORTANT: Do not close rear compart
ment lid f01' at least a half hour after re
cementing or installation of weatherstrip. If
time permits, leave lid open for a longer period.
If lid is closed before cement is thoroughly dry,
the pressure against lip of weatherstrip will
cause weatherstrip to pull away from its ce
m ented base and early failure of th e installa
tion will result.

13-12 REAR COMPARTMENT LI D,
HINGE, AND LOCK
ADJUSTMENTS

a. Description of Hinges and Locks

The rear compartment lid is attached to the
body by two concealed hinges. The "gooseneck"
strap portion of each hinge is attached to the
under side of lid with bolts and floating cage
nuts which, together with slotted bolt holes in
strap, permit adjustment of the lid in its open
ing. The box portion of the hinge welded to

the body contains a hinge pin which may be
removed if required in service.

On 1949 Series 50-70 closed bodies the hinges
contain heavy clock-type springs for counter
balancing the lid and holding it in the upper
position when opened. This construction elim
inates the telescoping lid supports used in 1948
models. On 1949 convertible coupes, the lid is
supported in the open position by a single
spring-loaded lid support, and springs are not
included in the hinges.

The rear compartment lid lock mechanism is
operated by a centrally located handle contain
ing a lock cylinder fitted to the ignition key.
Lids with wide lower ends have two locks on
lower edge which are operated by the handle
through a remote control and connecting links.
Lids with narrow lower ends use only one lock
which is centrally located and operated directly
by the lid handle.

Lid lock strikers are mounted at lower edge
of body opening in position to be engaged by
the locks on the lid . Strikers have slotted bolt
holes so they may be adjusted to provide posi
tive locking and proper pressure of lid against
the weatherstrip.

b. Lid, Hinge, and Lock Striker Adjustments

Adjustment of rear compartment lid, hinges,
and lock strikers is required whenever an edge
of lid is noticeably out of alignment with adja
cent body panels, upper edge of lid contacts
body rear panel when lid is opened, or lid does
not lock properly. Adjustment also may be re
quired to correct dust or water leaks provided
the weatherstrip is in good condition and
securely cemented in place (par. 13-11).

Before making any adjustments examine the
fit of rear compartment lid in the body opening.
Referring to figure 13-20, the spacing at "A",
"B" and "C" should be approximately equal
and sufficient at "A" to give clearance between
body panel and edge of lid when lid is raised.
The edge of compartment lid should be flush
with body panel at "A", "B" and "C".

If spacing at "A" and "B" is too narrow or
too wid e, or is unequal in width from side to
side, adjustment may be made by loosening
hinge strap attaching screws and shifting lid
in direction required. The same adjustment
may be used to equalize the alignment of lid
with body panel at "B" on each side if one side
stands out from body more than other side. In
making these adjustments care should be
taken to avoid throwing lid out of alignment
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Figure 13-20-Alignment of Rear Compartment Lid

with body panel at "C" or producing unsatis
factory spacing along the lower edge of lid.

The spacing at "A" and "B" may be correct
but the lid contacts body panel at "A" because
the hinge sid e of lid is set too low. On the other
hand, the upper edge of lid may stand away
from the body panel because it is set too high.
Either condition may be corrected by shims
placed between lid and hinge strap on side
requiring adjustment. To raise edge of lid at
either hinge, place a shim of proper thickness
between lid and the forward end of hinge strap
as shown at "A" in figure 13-21. To lower edge
of lid, place shim at rear end of hinge strap as
shown at "B".

Figu~e 13-21-location of Shim. Between lid and Hinge Strap

After the hinge side of compartment lid is
properly al igned, the lower or lock side of lid
may be adjusted for alignment with body rear
end panel and proper contact with weatherstrip
by adjusting the lock striker up or down as
required. The striker should not be set so low
that difficulty will be experienced in turning lid
handle to lock or unlock the lid.

Some models have adjustable rubber bump
ers on each side to steady the lid near the lower

corners. These should be adjusted high enough
to contact underside of lid when closed, but not
so high that lid cannot contact the weatherstrip.

. 13-13 INSTRUMENT PANEL COM
PARTMENT (GLOVE BOX)
LID AND LOCK

The inst r ument panel compartment door is
attached to instrument panel by a butt-type
double hinge .and is provided with a separate
curved stop to support the door in open
position.

Where the hinge is attached to door the
screw holes are slotted to permit adjustment
of door in cross-body direction. Where the
hinge is attached to instrument panel the screw
holes are slotted to permit in-and-out adjust
ment of door.

The door is held in closed position by a lock
with a sliding latch which engages a striker on
instrument panel. When the lock cylinder is
pushed inward the latch is retracted to unlatch
the door. When lock cylinder is turned to
locked position by means of the ignit ion key,
the cylinder cannot be pushed inward to un
latch the door.

The door lock striker is adjustable to provide
proper contact of upper corners of door with
rubber bumpers mounted on in strument panel.
The striker should be adjusted to prevent
rattle but not tight enough to interfere with
operation of the lock.

The lock assembly may be removed from the
compartment door by removing screw and re
tainer on inside of door. The lock cylinder may
be removed as follows:

1. Insert key and turn to locked position.
2. Insert a pointed tool into opening in lock

barrel and push down and out on retaining
tumbler (fig. 13-22) then remove cylinder.

3. To install cylinder, insert cylinder with
key into lock barrel until retaining tumbler en
gages inner rim of lock barrel.

Figure 13-22-Removing lock Cylinder
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Figure 13-23-Windshield Wiper Motor and Control Valve
Series 40

motor in front of the dash insulates all noise of
operation from the driving compartment.

The wiper motor is attached by two screws
to a driver assembly mounted on the front face
of dash panel. The T-shaped rear end of the
motor shaft seats in a socket on front end of a
short shaft in the driver assembly. The rear
end of the driver shaft, which extends through
the dash into driving compartment, has a cross
lever with swivel connectors for attaching the
transmission cables. See figure 13-24. The con
nection between the motor shaft and driver
shaft is insulated with a rubber saddle, and
the screws which attach the driver to dash

MANIFOLD
CONN.
15/64 TUBING

CONTROL VALVE
RUNNING CONN.
'14- TUBING

(j

b. Description of Series 50-70 Windshield
Wiper

Series 50-70 use a cable drive windshield
wiper installation. The wiper motor is mounted
on the front side of dash in engine compart
ment and it operates the wiper transmissions
through flexible steel cables. Location of the

13-14 WINDSHIELD WIPERS

a. Description of Series 40 Windshield
Wiper

The Series 40 windshield wiper motor is
mounted under the cowl, forward of the instru
ment panel. The motor operates the wiper
blades through flat metal links which are part
of the windshield wiper transmission assem
blies. All bushings in the operating links are
rubber mounted to reduce noise.

The wiper motor is controlled by a valve lo
cated on underside of instrument panel which
is operated by a knob above instrument panel
at top center. The control valve has three con
nections for attachment of rubber hoses. One
hose connects to the manifold vacuum pipe and
the other two hoses connect to the wiper motor.
See figure 13-23.

The windshield washer, if installed, is oper
ated by a separate control located on instru
ment panel.
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Figure 13-24-Windshield Wiper Installation-1948 Ser ies 50-70

panel are insulated with rubber bushings to pre
vent transmission of noise.

One end of the cable which actuates each
windshield wiper transmission is attached to
the swivel connector on one end of driver shaft
lever and the other end of cable is attached to
connector on opposite end of lever. The loop of
the cable runs outward and around pulleys on a
cable tensioner mounted on rear side of dash
panel, then rearward and around idler pulleys
on transmission housing and upward around a
driven pulley mounted on a shaft in housing.
The cable is clamped to the driven pulley to
insure positive drive and the cable tensioner
provides adjustment for proper cable tension.
See figure 13-24.

The tube which connects the wiper motor to
engine intake manifold is attached to a valve
on the motor'. The motor valve is actuated by a
bowden cable extending from a control mounted
at center of instrument panel with the control
knob located above the panel. The windshield
wiper is operated b)' turning the control knob
clockwise.

Refer to paragraph 11-9 for information on
windshield washer connections and operation.

c. Windshield Wiper Cable Lubrication and
Adjustment-Series 50-70

The cables must run true on the cable ten
sioner pulleys so that they do not chafe on sides
of pulley groove. When the cables do not run
true, the corrective procedure is to manually
bend the tensioner assemblies upward or down
ward as required.

The windshield wiper cables require occa
sional lubrication, preferable each time the
chassis and body is lubricated. Wipe a few drops
of light engine oil on cable where they pass over
the tensioner pulleys.

CAUTION: Windshield wiper blades must
not be rotated by hand for any reason as this
places an undue strain on th e cable fast enings.

1948 Series 50-70 windshield wiper cables
must be adjusted whenever they become slack,
otherwise excess ive. wear or possible jumping
off pulleys may r esult. To adjust either cable
for proper tension, loosen the nut on lower side
of cabl e t ensioner and tap lightly to unseat
lock washer. See figure 13-24. As the nut is
loosened, the spr ing on cable tensioner will
move pulleys to automatically take up any
slack in cable. Tighten the nut firmly to hold
pulleys in proper position. Each side must be
adjusted separately.

1 [/49 Series 50-70 windshield wiper cables do
not require adjustment as each cable tensioner
automatically keeps all slack out of cables by
means of a spring and ratchet. See figure 13-26.

d. Removal and Installation of Windshield
Wiper Transmission-1948 Models

1. Remove blade and arm from wiper trans
mission.

2. Disconnect the fan-shaped windshield de
froster vent on underside of cowl by removing
two screws and drop vent down out of position.
For removal of right hand transmission, also
remove the instrument panel compartment
(glove box).
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3. On Series 40, remove wipe r link r etainer
and disconne ct links from wiper motor.

3a . On S eries 50-70, loosen cable t ensioner
nut, push ten sioner pulleys toward center of
ca r and tighten nut to provide slack in cables,
slip cables off pulleys, then disconnect cables
from driver shaft lever.

4. Rem ove hex head bolt and r eta in er which
holds the wiper transmission to cowl, then lift
out the t ransmission with link or cable attached.

5. Before installation of transmission, clean
off a ll old ceme nt from contacting surfaces of
cowl, gasket, and transmission using a cloth
moistened with benzine, carbon-tetrach loride
or white gasoline. Allow to dry thoroughly.

6. Apply a coat ing of 3-M Rubber Adhesive
(p a r . 13-4) to a ll contact ing sur faces of trans
mission, gasket, and cowl and allow to dry until
"tacky" (about 10 min.). CAUTION: Do not
install parts w hile cement is wet as gasket may
slip out of position and cause water leak .

7. In stall t r ansmission by r eversing proce
dure for remo va l. Make sure the transmission
gasket is cente red properl y with t ransmission
hou sing and is seal ed to both the cowl and
transmission housing.

7a . On Series 50-70 , the transmission cables
must be properly placed on tensioner pulleys
and properly connecte d to d r iver shaft lever.
Referring to fig ure 13-24, not e that the right
hand end of ea ch transmission ca ble passes
a ro un d t he up per pulley on cable ten sioner and
connects to t he upper end of dr iver shaft lever.
The left hand end of eac h t ransmission cable
passes around the lower ca ble tensioner pulley
a nd connec ts to the low er end of driver shaft
level'. While holding cables in pulleys, loosen
tensioner nut to allow ten sioner to take up slack
in ca bles, then tighten nut. CAUT IO N: Do not
allow iens ioner to sna p again st cables.

8. Before install ing wipe r arm and blade,
ope rate the windshield wiper and then stop it
to obtain the proper parked position. Install
a rm a nd blade so that blade just clea r s wind
sh ield reveal 'molding in parked position.
NOTE : Service uiip er arms are adjustable for
leng th.

e . Removal and Insta lla tio n of Windshield
W ipe r Transmissio n-l 9 4 9 Series 50-70

Th e transmission shaft extends upward
through th e windshield rubber channel and the
reveal molding. A driving burr which is pressed
on the splined upper end of the shaft for attach
ment of th e wiper a r m must be r emoved with

a sp ecial tool whenever the transmission or t he
windshield r eveal molding is to be r emoved.

1. Remove blade and arm from driving burr
on wiper transmission shaft.

2. Remove adapter screw from handle of
Burr Remover and Replace J 2682 and thread
it into the end of t ransmission sha ft, then in
stall the tool so that clutch en d of barrel g rips
the under side of d r iving burr. See figure 13-25.

Figure 13 -2 5 - Pu lling Driv ing Burr from Transmiss ion Shaft

3. Holding the ba rrel of t ool stationa ry with
an open end wren ch, turn handle of tool
counterclockwise until burr is removed.

4. Apply slight pressu r e to cable t ension er
ratchet spr ing , then rotate upper sec t ion until
a tAl" pin can be inserted thr ough the holes in
upper a nd lower sec t ions to r em ove spring
pressure f rom the cables. See figure 13-26. Dis
connect ca bles from wiper driver sha ft lever.

5. Remove two attaching bolt s and lower the
transmission out of position and remove.

LOC KING
HOLE

RATCHET
SPRING

Figu re 13 -26-Cable Ten sioner- 1949 Series 50-70
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13-15 WINDSHIELD GLASS
REPLACEMENT-1948 MODELS

Figure 13-28-Cross-Section of Windshield at Center Divis ion Bar
19 4 8 Models

b. Windshield Water Leaks

Water leaks at the windshield may be caused
by imperfect sealing of glass in its rubber chan
nel or imperfect sealing of the reveal molding
sealing channel. A water leak which appears to
originate in the windshield also may be caused

a. Windshield Glasses, Rubber Channels
and Moldings

A pinch welded flange around the entire wind
shield opening and a center division bar welded
to cowl and roof panels provide surfaces against
which the windshield glasses and rubber seal
ing channels are assembled. A molded rubber
sealing channel is cemented over the pinch
welded flange and the center division bar and
the channel is covered on outside by chrome
plated reveal and division outer moldings. The
two laminated safety plate windshield glasses
are set in a molded rubber glass channel which
is pressed against the reveal molding sealing
channel by the two piece windshield garnish
molding and the center division inner molding.
See figure 13-28. Sealing compounds are used to
insure water-tight joints between the rubber
channels and the glasses and pinch welded
flange.

12. Before installing wiper arm and blade,
operate the windshield wiper and then stop it
to obtain the proper parked position. Install
arm and blade so that blade just clears wind
shield reveal molding in parked position.

Figure 13-27-lnstalling Driving Burr on Transmission Shaft

NOTE: For removal of right hand transmis
sion the instrument panel compartment (glove
box) must be removed.

6. Before installing transmission coat the
shaft with liquid soap to aid in inserting it
through the windshield glass channel. Install

, transmission by reversing removal procedures.
When connecting the transmission cables,

attach the right hand end of cable to upper end
of driver shaft lever, and attach left hand end
to lower end of lever. Pass the right hand loop
of cable over the upper pulley on cable ten
sioner and pass the left hand loop over the
lower pulley.

8. While holding cables in pulleys, apply
slight pressure to cable tensioner ratchet spring
and rotate upper section to remove pressure
from temporary locking pin which will then
fall out of holes. Slowly release upper section
until cables are tight, then release ratchet
spring. CAUTION: Do not let upper section
snap against cables.

9. Always install a new driving burr on
upper end of transmission shaft and use Re
mover and Replacer J 2682 to press it into posi
tion. The bore of a new burr is not serrated :,
the splined shaft cuts serrations in the softer
metal of burr during installation.

10. Reverse the barrel on handle of tool
J 2682 so that tapered end of barrel is toward
threaded pilot of handle. Carefully place new
driving burr on shaft so that it is squarely
aligned, then 'scr ew the threaded pilot of tool
handle into end of transmission shaft.

11. Holding handle of tool stationary, care
fully and gradually turn the barrel counter
clockwise with an open end wrench until the
driving burr has been pressed flush with end
of shaft. See figure 13-27.
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by imperfect sealing of windshield wiper trans
mission gasket (par. 13-14, d).

Water leaking between windshield glass and
its ru bber channel may be corrected by forcing
3-1'1 Rubber Adhesive (par. 13-4) between the
glass and outer lip of th e channel, using Cement
Gun B 182-A.

For minor water leaks around the windshield
glas s channel it may only be necessary to loosen
the windshield glass and channel out of its
opening sufficiently to r eseal. In case of a major
wate r leak, howev er, it may be necessary to
completely remo ve th e windshield, including r e
veal and division outer moldings and sealing
channel in order to insure proper sealing of all
joints. Sealing ins t r uctions are given in sub
paragraph e, below.

c. Removal of Windshield Glass

The following procedure covers complete re
moval of both windshield glasses, exterior mold
ings and sealing channel. If only one windshield
glass is to be removed, follow the procedure
through Step 5 only, lea ving opposite half of
ga rnish molding in place to suppor t the glass
whi ch is not being removed.

1. Apply masking tape along the top edge
of the instrument panel ad jacent to the wind
shield garnis h molding to protect the finish.

2. Remove escutcheons at t op and bottom
cen te r of windshield garnish molding, then re
move t he garnish molding.

3. Remove the r ear _view mirror and the
center division inner molding.

4. Run a putty knife around windshield
opening between the chrome r eveal molding
and the glass channel to break the sea l, using
care to avo id damaging th e rubber channel.
Gently force the glass and cha nnel toward in
side of ca r and remove.

5. Run putty knife between glass and outer
lip of channel to break seal and remove glass
f r om channe l. Use care to avoid damaging
rubber cha nne l.

I f it is necessary to rem ove the reveal m old
ing or sealing channel, continue with th e fol 
lowing steps.

6. Starting at the top, work a long one sid e
of th e division oute r molding with a st i ff blade
putty knife and pry gently until molding is
removed.

7. Remo ve chrome r eveal molding by prying
downwa rd at the top center to start it and then
disengaging molding from rubber channel clear
around the opening.

8. Remove the reveal molding sealing chan
nel where wrapped around the center division
bar, a lso gently r emove this channel from the
pinch welded flange of the windshield opening.

9. Thoroughly clean off old cement and
seal er from pinch welded flange and the rubber
channels, using a cloth moistened with benzine,
carbon-tetrachloride, or white gasoline. Allow
t o dry thoroughly.

d. Inspection for Cause of Glass Cracking

If a windshield glas s cracks, other than by
accid ent, th e ca use of th e breakage should be
determined and corrected before another glass
is installed.

The reason that a windshield glass cr acks is
because it is placed in a strain du e to a high
spot in the mounting. This strain becom es
emphasized upon tightening the garnish mold
ing screws or by wind pressure, extremes of
t emperature, or the motion of the car.

After cleaning out all old sealing compound,
check th e windshield opening for true align
ment. Use a new windshield glass as a template
by placing it in the opening and flat against
the pinch-welded flange. The glass should lie
flat without tilt or ro ck; us e a fe eler gauge to
check all around for high spots or depressions
in flange.

If high spots or depressions a re found,
straighten th e flange with a calking to ol and
hammer. It is very important to true up the
flange so that the glass will lie in a fiat plane
wh en insta lled.

e . Insta lla t io n of W indshie ld Gla ss

After inspection of windshield opening as
described ab ove, us e the following procedure to
install windsh ield parts, starting with Step 4 if
only one glass was removed.

I. Install r eveal molding sealing channe l by
first wrapping t he center section around the
center division bar and t hen place t he outer lip
over the pinch-welded flange around the wind
shield opening, pressing it firmly and eve nly
into positon. Ths is important.

2. Apply a ribbon of 3-M Rubber Adh esive
(par. 13-4) wit h t he nozzle of the sealing gun
up under th e lip of sealing channel all around
the windshield open ing and under bot h top and
bottom ends of the cent er divi sion section. See
figu re 13-29.

3. Install the chrome revea l molding, sta r t 
ing at top center and working rear edge down
into inner lip as installaton proceeds around
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window opening. Install center division outer
molding, starting at top end and snapping into
place.

4. Lay a ribbon of 3-M Auto Body Sealer in
the enclosing lips of the reveal molding sealing
channel where wrapped around the center divi
sion bar. The sealer should extend the full
length of the division bar. Also lay a heavy
bead of this sealer on the rear side of the seal
ing channel entirely around the windshield
opening. See figure 13-29.

Figure 13-29-Location of Sealing Compounds

5. On a bench install both halves of the wind
shield glass in the windshield glass channel. Tie
the rubber channel to the glass with twine so it
will be held in place until installed in windshield
openings. Cement the outer lip of channel to
the glass with 3-M Rubber Adhesive applied
with Cement Gun B 182-A.

6. Install glass and rubber channel assembly
in body opening and remove twine. Press as
sembly firmly and evenly to place in the open
ing, causing the sealer to embed it into place.

7. Install center division molding, windshield
garnish molding, escutcheons and rear view
mirror.

8. Clean off all exc ess sealing compound with
carbon tetrachloride used sparingly. Remove
masking tape from instrument panel.

13-16 WINDSHIELD GLASS REPLACE
MENT-1949 SERIES 50-70

a. Windshield Glasses, Rubber Channels
and Moldings

The windshield construction on 1949 Series
50-70 differs from prior models in a number of

important details. The glasses are curved and
are mounted in a new type rubber channel
which permits replacement from outside of the
body. The chrome reveal molding and garnish
moldings are redesigned and new methods of
attachment are used.

The rubber glass channel is molded with
three grooves or channels. One groove fits over
the pinch-weld flange of the windshield open
ing, another groove retains the windshield
glasses and the third groove contains a rubber
filler strip which is inserted by a special tool
during installation of glasses. See figure 13-30.
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Figure 13-30-Sectional View of Windshield Glass Channel and
Moldings-1949 Series 50-70

The chrome reveal molding which covers the
glass channel on the outside is of 4-piece con
struction with the upper sections telescoping
under the lower sections to form square outer
corners. The molding is attached by clips to re
tainers which straddle the pinch-weld flange of
windshield opening. The center division outer
molding snaps over a center division reveal
molding retainer which is held in place by a
screw at each end. See figure 13-31.

The garnish molding is held in place by
screws at top, sides and bottom. A clearance of
:71 (i" exists between bottom portion of garnish
molding and the glass channel to provide wind
shield defroster outlets.

b. Removal of Windshield Glass

1. Protect cowl and hood with a suitable
covering.

2. Remove windshield wiper arm and driving
burr from transmission shaft (par. 13-14, e).

3. Remove center division outer molding by
ca r efully prying loose at top end and following
downward until molding is removed.

4. Remove screws at upper and lower ends
of center division molding retainer and remove
retainer. See figure 13-31. NOTE: In some
cases this operation must be done after removal
of reveal molding, because of interference.
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Figure 13 -3 5-Sea ling of Reveal Mol d ing Retainers

the pinch-weld flange, pressing it firmly and
evenly into place. Apply mild liquid soap in the
grooves of channel to aid in installation of
windshield glass and channel filter strip.

3. Holding the glass as shown in figure 13
34, first insert the straight end of glass into
the groove of the windshield glass channel at
the center division, then lower the glass flat
against the balance of the channel.

4. With a putty knife or similar flat bladed
tool, carefully work the lip of the windshield
glass channel over the edge of the glass. Start
at the bottom and working towards the side,
then up the side and across the top to finish
the installation. Using a sealing gun and 3M
rubber adhesive (par. 13-4), seal under the ex
tended outer lip of the rubber channel only
in the area directly below the w indshie ld wiper
shaft and wa sher tube; also, apply a r ibbon of
sealer to the rubber channel around the circum
ference of the wiper shaft and washer tube.

Fig ure 13-36-lnstallation of Glass Channel Filler Strip
1949 Series 50-70

5. Insert lower end of the glass filler strip
through the eye of Replacer J 2727. Starting at
center division, insert end of tool into groove
of glass channel and push along to "z ipper" the
filler strip into place. See figure 13-36. Repeat
with upper end of filler st rip to complete the
installation.

6. Using sealing gun, apply a %" bead of
3-M Rubber Adhesive along the edge of wind
shield glass channel where the reveal molding
contacts the cowl.

7. The installation of reveal molding is the
reverse of removal, except that the upper sec
tion should be installed first. Adjust clips in
molding to align with molding r etainers, then
place molding in position and slide into place.
Install lower molding, center division molding
retainer, and division molding with escutcheon.

8. Install new driving burr on windshield
wiper transmission shaft, install wiper arm
and blade (par. 13-12).

13-17 BACK WINDOW GLASS
REPLACEMENT-CLOSED BODIES

a . 1948 Models

The back window glass is mounted in the
same manner as the windshield glasses and the
replacement procedure is the same except for
the center division which is not us ed in the
back window. Follow the windshield glass re
placement procedure given in paragraph 13-15,
with attention to the following items:

1. The back window glass is tempered
safety plate glass, not laminated. If this glass
is scratched or cut in any way disintegration
may result.

2. If it is necessary to remove the chrome '
reveal moldi ng on a sedan it will be necessary
to first remove the rear quarter belt molding.
E ach lower corner r eveal mol ding is attached
to the body by two screws located beneath the
r ear quarter belt molding.

3. When a pply ing 3-M Auto Body Sealer
before installation of glass and rubber channel
apply ext r a sea ler at the lower corners to in
sure watertight joints in the area where water
collects.

b. 1949 Se ries 50-70
The back window glass is mount ed in the

same manner as the windshield glass except
for the center division which is not used in the
ba ck window.

The replace ment procedure is basically the
same as for windshield glass (par. 13-16) ex
cept for steps concerning windshield wiper and
center division outer molding. The following
points should be observed during replacement
of back window glass:

1. On Models 56-S and 76-S remove right
hand reveal molding first.
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2. On Models 51 and 71, the lower reveal
molding is formed by a 2-piece (right and left)
rear quarter belt molding which must be re
moved before the upper moldings. Pry loose
each section from the snap-on retainers at
lower edge of window opening, then slide the
curved end of each molding off the retainers at
the rear quarter panel.

3. When installing glass, insert lower edge
• in glass channel first. To make a permanent

watertight seal, lay a lill" bead of 3-M Rubber
Adhesive along the outer edge of glass channel
around entire window opening, then install re
veal moldings.

13-18 DOOR WINDOWS-CLOSED
BODIES

a. Description

All door windows have safety plate glasses.
The door window glass slides vertically in felt
glass run channels attached to the door with
clips and supported by the window garnish
molding. Fabric weatherstrips attached to door
outer panel and to garnish molding seal the
glass along lower side of window opening and
assist in preventing vibration of glass.

The lower edge of door window glass is
sealed into a metal lower sash channel. A chan
nel-shaped cam or track attached to the sash
channel is engaged by knobs on the main and
idler arms of the window regulator assembly
mounted on door inner panel. A knob on the
opposite end of regulator idler arm slides in a
channel-shaped regulator cam or track mounted
on door inner panel. The cams cause the arms
of window regulator to apply evenly distributed
pressure on "lower sash channel to raise or
lower the glass without tilting and binding in
glass run channels.

b. Replacement of Glass Run Channel

1. Remove door trim pad (par. 13-20). Re
move inspection hole cover from door inner
panel. .

2. On 1948 models, release the channel re
taining clips in window opening by inserting a
thin-bladed tool between door window reveal
and channel to compress clip and pry it out. On
1.949 Series 50-70, pry the retaining clips away
from the pinch-weld flange of window opening
and remove the header section of glass run
channel.

3. On 1948 models, loosen the retaining
screw at lower end of channel. On 1949 Series

50-70, the lower end of channel is attached by
a spring clip on channel which engages a hole
in channel support on door pillar.

4. Carefully pull glass run channel up to dis
engage retaining clip at belt and remove chan
nel from door.

5. Install glass run channel by reversing pro
cedure for removal, using care to engage clips
at belt in slotted holes in door inner panel.

1-;.---- LOWER
END

Figure 13-37-Window Division Channel Attachments

c. Replacement of Window Division Channel

1. Remove door trim pad (par. 13-20) and
release the clips in the glass run channel adja
cent to the window division channel and drop it
down out of position.

2. Remove the retaining screw holding upper
end of division channel to door header and re
move the two self-tapping screws attaching
division channel to the top edge of door inner
panel. See figure 13-37.

3. Remove nut and adjusting screw at the
bottom of division channel, noting before re
moval the length of the screw projecting out
from inner panel. This will aid proper adjust
ment when installing channel. On rear doors
having a division channel, this nut and screw
are accessible through the inspection hole in
the door inner panel.

4. With the door ventilator open, swing divi
sion channel out of position, pull up and remove
through the window opening of door.

5. When division channel is installed by. re
versing procedure for removal, adjust the screw
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at lower end of channel to same length as it
was before removal. Operate the door window
and the ventilator to see whether the division
channel is properly positioned for smooth oper
ation of window glass and full closing of
ventilator.

If channel is not properly positioned, adjust
the lower end in or out, forward or rearward
at the screw as required to obtain free move
ment of window glass. In exceptional cases it
may be necessary to slot the holes in bracket
where attached to edge of door panel to reduce
edgewise play of window glass and obtain
proper alignment with ventilator glass.

Figure 13-38-Window Regulator and Cam Attaching Screws

d. Replacement of Window Regulator

1. Remove trim pad (par. 13-20). Remove
in spection hole cover from door inner panel.
- 2. With glass in lowered position, remove

screws attaching the cam to lower sash chan
nel and remove the cam. See figure 13-38 .

3. Remove four screws attaching window
regulator, and two screws attaching regulator
cam to door inner panel. Remove regulator and
cam through inspection hole, using care to
avoid scratching window glass.

4. To install regulator and cam, set regulator
in place, install cam over knob on idler arm and
install regulator and cam attaching screws. The
hole in. inner panel for cam screw nearest lock
pillar is slotted vert ically. Set the screw at top
of slot when tightening it.

5. After installation of lower sash channel
cam, raise and lower window glass several times
to check for smooth operation of glass in run
channels. If glass binds or has excessive edge
wise play it will be necessary to adjust the
window division channel (subpar. b). If glass
tilts edgewise, adjust the regulator cam at
slotted screw hole as required. If screw hole

nearest lock pillar is not slotted, it may be
slotted with a small round file.

6. Install inspection hole cover and door trim
pad (par. 13-20).

e. Replacement of Door Window Glass

1. Remove glass run channel (subpar. b) and
window division channel (subpar. c).

2. With glass in lowered position, remove
screws attaching the cam to lower sash chan
nel. See figure 13-38.

3. Carefully raise the glass to an almost
closed position and tilt inward using care to
work out one lower corner at a time to avoid
damage.

4. Install glass by reversing removal pro
cedure.

13-19 DOOR VENTILATORS-CLOSED
BODIES

Ventilators are located in the V-shaped area
of the window openings forward of window
glasses in front doors of all models, and to rear
of window glasses in rear doors of models 51
and 71. Each ventilator has Ct safety plate glass
sealed into a metal channel which is pivoted
vertically.

Front and rear door ventilators in 1948
models and front door ventilators in 1949 Series
50-70 are operated by a regulator mounted on
the door inner panel. A bolt type lock riveted
to the glass channel provides a lock for the
ventilator. See figure 13-40.

Rear door ventilators in 1949 models 51, 59,
71, 79 have a friction mechanism to hold venti
lator m desired posi tion and an inside locking
handle. The friction mechanism is a part of the
ventilator frame and consists of a heavy coil
spring mounted on the frame spindle to exert
frictional force against the mounting support.
See figure 13-41.

When a ventilator is closed it is sealed against
passage of wind, water and dust by contact
with a molded rubber weatherstrip attached t o
the door and the window division channel.

a . Ventilator Regulator Adjustments

E xcessive play at ventilator lower pivot may
be corrected by tightening the clamp screw
which attaches the glass channel T-shaft to
ventilator regulator. See figure 13-39 .

Excessive looseness or tightness in operation
of the ventilator regulator may be corrected by
adjusting the screw which controls the brake
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or friction clamp on the regulator. See figure
13-39.

To tighten the clamp screw or adjust the
brake screw it is necessary to remove ·t he gar
nish molding and loosen door trim' pad suffi
ciently to provide access to these screws (par.
13-20) .

If ventilato r glass does not fit evenly, up and
down , against molding on window division
channel, ' or ventil at or lock does not slide to
locked position with moderate pressure, it is
usually necessary to adjust the division chan
nel. This adjustment,however, should be limited
so as not to cause a looseness or binding in the
fit of the door window. See paragraph 13-18.

In some cases of misalignment of vent ilat or
in door opening it may be necessary to loosen
the ventilator frame and the weatherstrip and
shift these parts slightly. When proper align
ment is secured the frame must be tightened
securely and the weatherstrip mu st be cemented
to window reveal with 3-M Ru bber Adhesive
(par. 13-4).

If the ventilator frame does not properly
contact the weatherstrip at lower rear section,
resulting in a water leak, this may be corrected
by loosening the ventilator frame lower screws
(fig. 13-40) and inserting shims und er the
frame asrequired to move the weatherstrip up
into contact with ventilator frame. If weat her
strip is loose at reveal molding it mu st be se
curely cemented in place with 3-M Rubber Ad
hesive.

CLAMP
SCREW

Figure 13 -39-:Ventllator Regulator Adjustments

b. Replacement of Ventilator Regulator

1. Remove garnish molding and door trim
'pad (par. 13-20) and remove inspection hole
cover located below ventilator.

2. Remove clamp screw which attaches glass
channel T-shaft to regulator, also the regulator
attaching screws. See figure 13-40.

3. Remove regulator through inspection hole
in door inner panel.

4. In stall regulator by r eversing the removal
procedure. Adjust the brake screw (fig. 13-39)
to provide proper operating t ension on r egula
tor before attaching trim pad.

Figure 13-40-Ventilator and Regulator Attaching Screws

c. Replacement of Ventilator Assembiy
Regulator Type

1. Remove ventilator r egulator (subpar. b,
above) .

2. On 1949 Series 50 -70 , remove the window
division channel (par. 13-18).

3. Remove screws which at tach vent ilator
frame to door at pillar face and inner panel. See
figure 13-40.

4. Carefully loosen weatherstrip where ce
mented to window reveal, then remove ven tila
tor assembly.

5. Wh en ventil ato r assembly is inst alled by
re versing removal procedure, cement t he weath
erstrip to window reveal with 3-M Rub ber Ad
hesive.

d. Adjustment of Rear Door Ventilator
1949 Friction Type

The friction type rear door ventilator should
move with moderate pressure and should re 
main in any position in which it is manually

-
('
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set. The spring which controls the friction on
the ventilator is set at the factory to give the
best possible balance between ease of operation
and resistance to closing under wind pressure,
and usually will not require further adjustment.

If the ventilator does not remain in set posi
tion when car is in motion, the spring pressure
and friction may be increased by pulling back
the door trim pad (par. 13-20) and tightening
the nut at lower end of ventilator frame spindle.
Always lock the nut with cotter pin after ad
justment is completed. See figure 13-41.

If the ventilator operates too hard the spring
pressure may be decreased; however, this con
dition also may be caused by the ventilator glass
frame rubbing on the rubber molding. The ven
tilator may be difficult to close for the same
reason. The ventilator glass and frame assem
bly may be adj usted vertically when there is
insufficient clearance between the frame and
rubber molding, as follows:

1. Pull back the trim pad (par. 13-20) to ex
pose friction mechanism.

2. Straighten the tongue of lock washer which
locks the adjusting sleeve nut on the frame
spindle and turn sleeve nut as required to move
ventilator in desired direction. See figure 13-41.

3. Since this adjustment will change the

•

,
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Figure 13-41-Adjustments "f Friction Type Rear Door Ventilator
1949 Series 50-70

tension of the friction spring, turn the nut at
lower end of spindle the same amount and in
the same direction as the sleeve nut is turned,
in order to maintain the original spring tension.

4. After adjustments are completed, lock the
spindle nut with a cotter pin, and bend a tongue
of lock washer up to lock the sleeve nut.
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13-20 DOOR GARNISH MOLDING,
FINISHING PANEL AND
TRIM PAD

On 1948 Models, the door window garnish
moldings extend completely around the window
openings. The lower edge hooks over the upper
edge of door inner panel and cross-recess
screws attach the front, top and rear sides
to door. On Series 50-70, a belt finishing
panel is attached to the door inner panel just
below the garnish molding, by means of con
cealed screws.

On 1949 Series 50-70, the door window gar
nish molding, extends along the front, top and
rear sides of window opening and is attached
by cross-recess screws. A belt finishing panel,
attached by concealed screws, extends along the
lower side of window opening. The joints be
t ween t he ends of garnish molding and the
finishing panel are closed by rubber grommets.

On Models 51-71, an air deflector is attached
to the inside of the rear door window division
channel by cross-recess screws. Th e joints be
tween deflector and garnish molding are cov
ere d by rubber grommets,

On 1948 Models and later production 1949
Series 50-70, the front and rear edges of the
trim pads are attached to door inner panel by
barbed nails welded to metal strips attached to
trim pad. These nails are driven into narrow
slots in door inner panel. The bottom edge of
trim pad is attached by a metal retainer on
trim pad which hooks over a metal retainer

weld ed to door inner panel. See figure 13-43.
On the first run 1949 Series 50-70, the side

and bottom edges of the trim pads are attached
by binding strips on the .t r im pad foundation
which engage retainers welded to door inner
panel. The pad slides into position, with the
retainers and binding strips having an int er
locking engagement.

The center of trim pad foundation is attached
to doors by tongues or hooks on door inner
panel which extend through slots in the foun
dation. The door arm r est as well as the lock
and regular handles also serve to hold the cen
tral portion of trim pad and pr event vibration.
A metal tapping screw and finish washer se
cures each lower corner of trim pad to door
inner panel.

a . Re mova l of Garnish Molding, Finishing
Panel and Trim Pad

1. Unscrew knob from inside locking rod,
and remove a ll screws from garnish molding.
On rear door of Models 51-71, r emo ve air de
flector and grommets from divisi on channel.

2. On 1948 Models, pull garnish molding
loose at top and sides then lift up ward to dis
engage molding f rom door inner panel.

2a. On 1949 S eri es 50-70, pull inward and
downward on upper horizontal section of gar
nish molding. The grommets slip over the lower
ends of molding and come off with the molding.

3. Remove ventilator and window regulator
handles, and door lock inside handles by push-
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ing inward on the escutcheon and removing the
handle retaining spring, using Door Handle
Pliers KMO 601. See figure 13-42. A slight ro
tating motion of the tool will easily remove the
retaining spring.

Figure 13-42-Removing Handle Retaining Spring with Pliers
KMO 601

4. On 1948 Series 50-70, remove single screw
holding belt finishing panel to door hinge
pillar. With palm of hand push up on panel to
release it from the retaining screws on door
inner panel.

4a. On 1949 S eries 50-70, remove the three
finishing panel retaining screws. Push finishing
panel downward and outward to free it from
concealed retaining screws on door inner panel.
See figure 13-43.

Figure 13-43-Finishing Panel Concealed Retaining Screws
1949 Models

5. Remove arm rest and remove screws and
finish washers at lower corner of trim pad.

6. If trim pad is attached along front and
rear edges with barbed nails, pry front and
rear edges of trim pad loose from door inner

panel, using a suitable flat tool, then lift pad to
disengage it from hooks at center of door and
the retainer at bottom edge. NOTE: Trim pad
can be pried loose more easily and with less
danger of breaking off nails if pad is first
lightly tapped along both edges with a mallet to
relieve the binding effect of the nails.

6a. On a 1949 first run body with trim pad
attached with binding strips and retainers,
slide trim pad upward to disengage binding
strips from retainers.

b. Installation of Trim Pad, Finishing Panel
and Garnish Molding

Install trim pad, finishing panel, and garnish
molding by reversing procedure for removal.
The following points should be observed during
installation.

1. Nails that are loose or damaged so they
will not hold properly should be removed from
trim pad. Attach trim pad nailing tabs, Group
10.357, Part No. 4081772, to metal nailing strip
where nails are missing.

2. When trim pad is being placed on door,
bow it slightly' so that the hooks on door inner
panel can be engaged in slots in trim pad foun
dation.

RETAINER
RETAINERIt
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Figure 13-44-Retainers at Lower Edge of Trim Pad

3. Be sure to hook the metal retainer on
lower edge of trim pad over the r etainer on
door inner panel. See figure 13-44.

4. Before door inside handles are installed,
place r etaining spring in slots, using new
springs if old springs are weak or distorted.
Locate each handle on shaft at the same angle
as the corresponding handle on opposite door,
with windows and ventilators closed, and tap
handle with rubber mallet to engage retaining
spring in groove in shaft.
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Figure 13-45-Headlinirig listing Wire Attached to Roof Bow

13-21 HEADLINING
Strips of muslin called "listings" are sewed

across the top side of the headlining material
to provide a means of supporting the head
lining under the roof.

In the area forward of the downward curved
rear end, insulated "listing wires" inserted
through the hem of listings are supported in
hooks welded to the roof bows. See figure 13-45.
In 1949 S eri es 50-70, curved headlining wire
supports are located between the roof bows.
These supports are inserted through listings
and are attached to the roof side rails.

Figure 13-46-Headlining Rear Supports, Right Side-1949
Series 50-70

Where the roof curves downward at the rear,
curved metal rods are inserted through the list
ings, and these -rea r supports are attached to
the roof in a manner permitting vertical ad
justment. In the 1948 models, the ends of the
rear supports are slotted and attached by
screws to right and left roof rails. In 1949
S eri es 50-70, the left end of each rear support
is formed for insertion into a rubber grommet
snapped into a hole in the quarter inner panel;
the right end of support is formed to provide
a slot for vertical adjustment at the attaching
screw. See figure 13-46.

Figure 13-47-Headlining Retainer-1949 Series 50-70

In 1948 Models, the headlining is secured
along the roof rails above the doors by tacks
covered by wire-on trim moldings. In 1949
S eri es 50-70, the headlining is secured along
the sides by metal retainers attached by screws
to roof sid e rails. The retainers have lanced
teeth pointing upward to hold the headlining
material in place between the retainers and
wind hose. See figure 13-47.

a. Removal of Headlining

1. Remove radio antenna control knob and
escutcheon plate, also both sunshade assemblies.

2. Remove dome lamp assembly. Where in
stalled over the headlining also remove dome
lamp switch, assist straps, and coat hooks.

3. Remove windshield, r ear quarter, and
back window garnish moldings.

4. Remove rear seat cushion and seat ba ck,
then loosen and turn back the compartment
shelf trim.

5. Remove tacks from headlining at wind
shield, rear quarter, and ba ck window open
ings, also at rear compartment shelf. Use care
to avoid damaging headlining where it is
cemented in place. NOTE: When r emoving
racks use a thin blade screw driver or similar
tool placed under th e headlining. If placed un
der tack head, the headlining may be damaged.

6. On 1948 models, bend down the wire-on
trim moldings and remove tacks which attach
headlining to roof wide rails. Loosen all rear
support attaching screws so that supports can
be detached from roo f side rails.

6a. On 1949 S eri es 50-70, disengage the
headlining from the retainers along both roof
side rails, starting at the front corners. See
figure 13-47. Remove the screws attaching head
lining wire supports to the right side roof rail.
These supports are located between the roof
bows, and in the rear quarter section.
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7. Starting at front roof bow, bend hooks on
roof bows to release the listing wires. On 1949
S eries 50-70 also detach the headlining listing
wires and supports from the left side rail.

If the same headlining is to be reinstalled,
chalk mark the listings and roof bows at inter
vals to insure installation in the original posi
tions.

b. Installation of Headlining

The listing wires and supports vary in length
according to width of body where each is used.
If these are removed from listings for any
reason, be sure that each is re-installed in the
listing from which it was taken, or is installed
in the corresponding listing if a new headlining
is being installed.

1. Center and hang headlining to the rear
roof bow first and work toward the front,
attaching headlinings to hooks on roof bows
and bending hooks to securely hold listing
wires. If a hook is broken off it can be attached
with a metal tapping screw. On 1949 Series
50-70, attach the headlining wire supports to
the roof side rails.

Make sure that headlining is properly cen
tered and that dome lamp opening is lined up
evenly in relation to dome lamp support.

2. Attach headlining rear supports to roof
side rails, then tack headlining around back
window and at the compartment shelf.

3. Stretch headlining to the front and tack
at windshield opening. All fullness must be
removed from front to rear.

4. On 1948 models, tack headlining to nailing
strips along roof side rails and bend wire-on
molding up to cover tacks.

)

Figure 13.48-Tucking Headlining Behind Retainer with
Inserter J 2772

4a. On 1949 Series 50-70, make sure that
headlining retainers are firmly fastened to roof
side rails, then carefully tuck the edges of
headlining up between the retainers and the
wind hose, using Headlining Inserter J 2772.
See figures 13-47 and 13-48.

5. Tack headlining around rear quarter win
dow area, then reinstall all parts that were
removed from headlining area of body.

6. Use a soft brush to remove any lint from
headlining and brush headlining in even strokes
from rear to front. If air hose is used there is
danger of matting and streaking the nap of
headlining.

13-22 SEATS AND ROBE CORDS

a. Front Seat Adjuster

The front seat frame is mounted on an ad
juster assembly which permits the seat to be
moved forward or rearward to suit the driver.
As the seat is moved forward it also rises. This
brings the seat cushion higher as the seat back
approaches steering wheel so that a driver who
needs to be close to foot controls is lifted up
to obtain better visibility.

The seat adjuster assembly consists of two
slide channel assemblies and a tie rod which
synchronizes the movement of each channel
assembly. In 1949 Series 50-70, the upper slide
channel moves on ball bearing rollers instead
of the rack and pinion used in 1948 models.

In closed bodies, the seat is locked in position
by a ratchet which is controlled by a handle on
left side of seat frame. Lifting the handle per
mits movement of the seat at the will of the
driver. In convertible coupes, the movement of
the seat is controlled by a switch on left side of
seat frame which controls the Hydro-Lectric
Seat Adjuster described in paragraph 13-31.

The screws which attach the seat frame to
the seat adjuster may be removed after lifting
out the seat cushion.

b. Seats and Seat Backs

Series 40 seat cushions have conventional
padding over t he spring assembly. Series 50-70
have Fo amtex pads as well as conventional
padding over the spring assembly.

Front seat backs are attached to the seat
frame by toggle fasteners at the top and bend
over clips at the bottom. To remove the seat
back, straighten the bend-over clips which are
hooked through loops in the spring assembly,
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pull forward at the bottom and raise the back
assembly off the toggle fasteners at top of seat
frame. See figure 13-49.

Rear seat backs are attached by metal tabs
welded near top of the spring assembly and
metal tabs welded to body panel to engage the
lower side of spring assembly. To remove the
seat back, remove trim board at front end of
trunk compartment and bend down tabs hold
ing spring assembly to compartment shelf. Re
move seat cushions, straighten out the tabs
holding the bottom of spring assembly and re
move the seat back.

Figure 13-49-Seat Back Toggle Fasteners and Clips

c. Robe Cords

In 1948 Mod els, simply push in on one end
of robe cord, turn slightly to disengage hook
and remove. See figure 13-50, view A. To in
stall, hold cord so hook end is in horizontal posi
tion with end of hook toward outside of car,
then insert hook through escutcheon plate and
push on cord until hook snaps into place.

In 1949 S eri es 50-70, it is simply necessary
to remove the outer side screw from escutcheon
plate to free the hooked end of robe cord. See
figure 13-50, view B. The escutcheon plate may
be removed if desired by removing the inner
side screw.

13-23 CLEANING BODY TRIM FABRIC

a. Types of Fabric Cleaners

There are basically two different types of
fabric cleaners on the market:

1. Volatile cleaners such as naphtha, gasoline,
carbon-tetrachloride and many others that are
colorless liquids having great solvent powers
for grease and oil.

2. Alkaline cleaners, soaps and water mix
t ures which generally emulsify stains satisfac
torily but at possible risk to the removal of
the color or finish of the fabric.

For the removal of spots caused by ordinary
soilage, we defin itely recommend the "volatile
type cleaner", preferably a mixture of carbon
tetrachloride and cleaner's naphtha.

Do not use any gasoline which is colored or
which contains tetra-ethyl lead. Do not use
volatile fire ext inguishe r fluid.

Figure 13-S0-Robe Cord Attachments

b. Cleaning Procedure

Careful application of the foll owing proce
dure is a prime factor in obtaining satisfactory
results and if followed closely will prevent the
appearance of unsightly rings. The evident
slowness of the method is compensated for by
the superior results obtained.

1. Obtain, cut and fold several small swatches
of clean cheesecloth or other fabrics suitable
tor this purpose.

2. With a brush or whisk broom of medium
stiffness, brush away all loose particles of dirt
and soil.

3. Immerse the small cloth swatch in clean
ing solution, wring out and allow medium eva
poration.

4. Place cloth on soil ed spot several times,
using no friction and only slight tapping pres
sure. This will pick up loose particles which are
too embedded to be r emoved in the brushing
operation. This operation should be repeated
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several times-in each instance using a new
clean area of the cloth. Remember the solvent
power of the cleaner does the work and only a
minimum of pressure should be applied.

5. .Immerse a new cloth in cleaner, wring out
thoroughly, open and allow to evaporate until
barely damp. Apply increased pressure and rub
soil area in a backward and forward motion
(not circular). The cleaning cloth should be
reversed several times in this operation.

6. Immerse third cloth, wring out, allow
evaporation and apply to both the soil and area
surrounding same, using a light brisk motion.

7. Repeat brushing operation.
Some cushions and arm rests are padded

with foam type rubber and if soaked with
hydro-carbon cleaners, the rubber padding will
absorb this cleaner and trouble may result.

On door trim pads, use the solvent sparingly,
otherwise the solvent power of the cleaner is
liable to dissolve the black waterproofing with

which the board backing is impregnated and
bleed it out through the stitching or thread on
to the trim pad fabric cover.

c. Cleaning Headlining

The headlining has a long nap, therefore, a
great deal of care must be used to prevent dam
age when cleaning it.

A soft brush should be used to remove lint
or threads from the headlining and the nap
should be brushed in even strokes, brushing
from the rear to the front.

.It is not recommended that air under pres
sure be used for removing threads or lint be
cause of the danger of matting and streaking
the nap. If an air hose is used, however, it is
extremely important to hold the nozzle at least
12 or 16 inches away from the headlining with
a moderate air stream flowing from the rear to
the front.
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13-24 OPERATION OF FOLDING TOP

The fold ing tops on convertible coupes are
operated by the Hydro-Lectric Power System
described in Section 13-F. The following in
structions should be observed by anyone oper
ating the top to raise and lower it.

a. Lowering the Top and Installing Boot

1. STOP THE CAR . Turn down sunshades
and pull rearward on locking handle above
center of windshield. Push up the front of top
to clear the windshield studs, then return lock
ing handle to locked position.

2. With ignition switch turned "ON", pull
top control knob rearward and hold it until top
is full y lowered. NOTE: Th e top fa st eners
along the roof side rail and the chrome retain
ers at the rear quart er belt section are self
releasing.

Figure 13 -51-Top in Proper Position on Body Rear Panel

3. After top is lowered, raise it slightly by
hand and pull the top material out from under
the roof bow, so that it is in the positi on on the
rear body pan el shown in figu re 13-51.

4. Pull out top padding on both sides as
shown in figure 13-52 and tuck it down into
the top compartment. NOTE: Top material and
padding must not be pinched by the operating
arms of top.

Figure 13 -52-Pulling Out Top Padding

5. Fold over the corners of top mater ial,
figure 13-53, then ro ll the materi al forward in
to a compact ro ll and tuck it down into the top
compartment.

6. Remove the leathe r "hold-down" strap
f rom top boot storage bag and slip t he end of
it through the metal loop located down in the
top compartment and also at the center of the
front rail, then buckl e securely. THIS IS IM
PORTANT. See figure 13-54.
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Figure 13-53-Comers of Top Material Folded Over

Figure 13-54-Hold-Down Strap Insl,alled

7. On 1948 Models, place top boot in position
with the front skirt behind the seat back, and
snap the fasteners into place. Snap-fasten the
rear belt section, then tuck the boot side val
ances under the chrome trim retainers on body
and snap the remaining fasteners into place 01)

the inside and outside of body.
7a. On 1949 Models, slip the three metal sup

ports on top boot down into the three metal
loops located behind the seat back. See figure
13-55. Tuck the boot side valances under the
chrome 'r eta iner s on body then snap-fasten the
rear belt and inside edges of boot.

b. Raising the Top

1. STOP THE CAR. Remove top boot and
unfasten "hold-down" strap (fig. 13-54). If
thoroughly dry, top boot may be folded and
placed in the storage" bag. Place hold-down
strap in storage bag.

2. With ignition switch turned "ON", push
forward on top control knob and hold it until
top is fully raised.

3. Pull rearward on locking handle, draw
top down over windshield studs, and push lock
ing handle forward to locked position.

4. Tuck edges of side valances under chrome
trim retainers at rear quarters and snap fast
eners in place along both roof side rails.

c. Emergency Operation of Folding Top

If it becomes necessary, in an emergency, to
raise or lower the folding top when the ignition
switch is locked and key is not available, or
when the electrical system is inoperative, the
top may be operated manually by holding con
trol knob in required position while another
person pushes or pulls the top very slowly.
WARNING: This method should be used in
emergency only, since fluid may be forced out
of reservoir vent in power unit. Hydraulic fluid
is inflammable and det rimental to car paint.
If fluid is lost through vent, reservoir must be
refilled to proper level (par. 13-32).

d. Lowering and Raising Back Curtain

In some cases the back curtain can be low
ered or raised more easily if the top is first
unlocked and raised slightly above windshield
in order to relieve the tension.

Slide zipper fasteners down, then release the
swivel fasteners along top inner edge. Pull top
edge of curtain downward to release curtain
from the clips at sides, then fold curtain for
ward toward inside of car.

To raise back curtain, reverse above proce
dure. Engage the curtain side clips to the cur
tain opening on the outside.

Figure 13-55-8001 Supports and Loops-1949 Models

13-25 CARE OF FOLDING TOP AND
LEATHER SEATS

a. Care and Cleaning of Folding Top

1 In order to keep the mechanism in good
working condition, the top should be operated
at least once a month. Once a year, preferably
in the Fall, the hydraulic fluid in the Hydro
Lectric Power System must be changed (par.
13-32) .

2. When the top is folded it MUST be
securely strapped down to prevent chafing of
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top material. The locking handle must also be
turned to a locked or horizontal position. Top
boot can then be installed to keep top clean
and dry.

3. To avoid water stains, mildew, or pos
sible shrinkage of the top material, do not
permanently keep the top folded if it is damp
or water soaked. Raise the top and fasten it
above windshield and allow it to dry out. Keep
back curtain raised when wet.

4. Luggage and miscellaneous objects should
not be placed on the folded top, as chafing
action of such objects would damage the top
material.

5. The top compartment behind the rear seat
must only be used for storage of the top when
it is in a lowered position. The storage of lug
gage and miscellaneous objects in this com
partment not only interfere with the proper
lowering of the top, but may damage or stain
the top material or possibly be the cause of
back curtain glass breakage.

6. Avoid getting grease or oil spots on the
top material because when either grease or oil
is mixed with ordinary traffic grime it is par"
ticularly difficult to remove without leaving evi
dence of its having been cleaned.

7. To clean top, brush with whisk broom
to remove dust. Most dirt spots can be readily
rubbed off with a piece of crude rubber or art
gum. If necessary, the top may then be thor
oughly cleaned with mild soap and lukewar m
water. If, after drying thoroughly, any spots
still remain, they may be r emoved with ordi
na r y gasoline (not Ethyl), naphtha, carbon
tetrachlor ide or Carbona. These cleaning agents
should be applied very lightly. Do not soak the
material.

b. Ca re and Cleaning of Leather Seats

Care of genuine leather is a re latively simple
but important matter. If dirt accumulates on
the surface, this generates into a hard grit
which under pressure will cut the finish and
cause the leather to crack or bleed color. The
sur face should be gone over occasionally with
a dry cloth and if dirt should accumulate, the
following cleaning instructions should be used:

1. Using lukewarm water and a neutral
soap, work up a thick suds on a piece of cheese
cloth and apply it to leather surface.

2. Go over leather surface again using only
a damp cloth and no soap.

3. Wipe leather dry with a soft cloth.

NOTE: Polishes and cleaners used for auto
body finishes, 'Volatile and other clear cleaners,
naphtha, furniture polishes , oils, varnishes or
household cleansing and bleaching agents should
never be us ed on leather seats.

13 -26 FOLDING TOP AND REAR
. QUARTER WINDOW
ADJUSTMENTS

Provision is made for the adjustment of the
folding top to correct any variation the top
linkage and mechanism may have through use.

Normally, the studs on top of windshield
header should enter centrally into the guide
plates in the top front roof rail. If the top is
too far forward, or does not move forward far
enough, difficulty may be experienced in latch
ing and unlatching the top at this point. In
some cases, more clearance may be needed
between the underside of the roof side rail
and a rear quarter window or the top of
a door window.

Service conditions will not be the same on all
convertibles, therefore, each job must be care
fully studied to determine which of the follow
ing adjustments are required. In some cases, a
combination of several adjustments will be
needed to secure proper top alignment and
operation.

Figure 13-56-Corner Brace at Front End of Roof Side Rail

a . Adjustment of Top at Windshield

If the top, when in raised position, is either
too far forward or back so that studs on wind
shield header do not enter centrally into the
guide plates in top front roof rail, adjust
as follows:
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1. Unlatch the top at windshield and raise
top slightly.

2. Loosen attaching bolts in corner brace at
front end of roof side rail. See figure 13-56.

3. The slotted holes in corner brace will allow
a forward or rearward adjustment so that
proper alignment may be made with the studs
on top of windshield header. Tighten attaching
bolts after proper alignment is obtained.

b. Adjustment of Top Up or Down

If the top side roof rail is too high or low in
relation to the top of door or rear quarter win
dow, adjust as follows:

1. Unlatch the top at windshield and raise
the top approximately half way.

2. Remove rear seat cushion and back. Re
move the rear quarter trim panel on the side
to be adjusted.

Figure 13-57-Top Adjusting Plate and Top Bow Hinge in
Rear Quarter

3. Loosen the three attaching bolts at top
adjusting plate in rear quarter on side to be
adjusted. See figure 13-57. Move adjusting
plate straight downward to raise the roof side
rail, or. move plate straight upward to lower
roof rail, then tighten bolts. CAUTION: Do not
move ady"usting plate forward or rearward
since the folded position of top will be affected.

4. Install rear quarter trim panel, seat back
and seat cushion.

c. Adjustment for Folded Position of Top

If the top does not contact the bumper on
each side of top compartment when it is down
in folded position, loosen the three attaching
bolts at top adjusting plate in rear quarter,
move plate straight rearward a;nd tighten bolts.

See figure 13-57. CAUTION: Do not move plate
vertically because this will affect the position of
top roof side rail in relation to top of door and
rear quarter windows.

Rearward movement of adjusting plate will
lower the top further down in its compartment
and will add materially to the fit of the top
boot in cases where the original folded position

. of top was too high.

d. Adjustment of Top at Rear Quarter
Window .

When the curved rear quarter section of the
folding top does not fit properly against the
rear quarter window, one or a combination of
the following methods may be used.

1. If spacing between window and rear
quarter pillar is excessive, remove the wood
filler and place a thickness of waterproof card
board shim behind it. Filler attaching screws
are accessible on rear side of pillar. This is the
usual method of making this correction. See
figure 13-58.

Figure 13 -58-Rear Quarter Section of Folding Top

2. Another method of adjustment is to shift
the top bow hinge which is attached to body
below the rear quarter pillar. This ad justment
may be used when insufficient space exists be
t ween window and rear quarter pillar. Loosen
hinge attaching screws and move hinge for
ward or rearward as required, then tighten
screws. Screw holes in hinge are oversize to
permit this adjustment. See figure 13-67.

3. If the two methods given do not effect a
correction it may be necessary to adjust the
rear quarter window (subpar. e.)
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e. Ad justment of Rear Quarter Windows

Th e r ear quarter windows are adj ustable up
and down, forward and rearward to provide
proper alignment and clearance in relation to
roof sid e rails, door window glass run channels ,
and top r ear quarter pi llars.

Each rear quarter window adjustment is a
floating ad justment which is acc essibl e after
r emoval of the rea r quarter trim panel. Loosen
ing the two adjusting screws and the window
pivot bolt will permit shifting the window in
direction required to secure proper alignment
and clearance with adjacent pa r ts. See fig
ur e 13-59.

Fig ure 13 -59-Rear Quarter Window Ad justm ents

f. Ad justment of Roof Rail and Rear
Quarter Weatherstrip

A sideward adjustment of the weatherstrip
a long the underside of roof rail and along the
rear quarter pillar may be made as follows :

1. Unlatch the top above windshield and
raise the to p part way.

2. Remove the weatherstrip f rom its retainer
to expose the retaine r attachi ng screws.

3. Loosen retainer attaching screws and
shift retainer as required. Screw holes in
retainer are slotted to permit side ward ad
justment. Tighten screws and r einstall weather
strip.

13-27 DOOR, WINDOW AND
VENTILATOR ADJUSTMENTS

Door hinges and the procedure for aligning
doors on converti ble coupes are similar t o
closed bodies described in paragraph 13-10. In
convertible coupe doors, a frame stiffener is
provided for reinforcement and to allow ad 
justment for fit in body opening at lock pillar.

On convertible coupes, each door window
glais is protected by a metal channel, and a
window guide is locat ed near the lock pill ar
to support rear edge of glass wh en in raised
position. The glass r un channel on lock pillar
is adjustable to aid proper alignment of win
dow glass with the fo lding top. The windows
are ope rate d by the Hydro-Lectric Power Sys
tem described in Section 13-F.

Door ventilators on convertible coupes a r e
simi lar to ventilators on closed bodi es except
that each ventilator glass is suppor ted by a
frame which is attached to the door in su ch
manner that ventilator may be adjusted to ob
tain proper a lignment wi th window glass and
fo lding top.

Convertible coupes have r ear quarter win
dows wh ich rotate rearward and downward to
open. In 1948 Mod els, each window is manually
operated by a regulator having a handle below
the window. In 1949 S eries SO-7 0, each window
is operated by the Hydro-Lectric Power System
descri bed in Section 13-F.

Fig u re 13-60-000r Frame Stiffene r

a. Door Frame Stiffener Adjustment

Th e door frame stiffener is a rod which runs
diagonally from top front to lower r ear corne r s
of the door. The lower rear end extends
through the bottom flan ge of door and is pro
vided with a slotted adj ustable sleeve nut. See
figure 13-60.

If the lower rear corner of t he door has a
tendency to stand away f rom the adjacent body
panel, it ma y be brought back into alignment
by simply t ightening the stiffener sleeve nut
one or two turns. Th is adjustment also may
have a tendency to raise the door slightly at
the lock side. The adjustment mentioned also
may be reversed, in the event the bottom lower
rear corner of the door has a t endency to "fit
t oo close to the body.
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b. Door Window Guide and Lock Pillar
Glass Run Channel Adjustments

Proper adjustment of the door window guide
and the lock pillar glass run channel is neces
sary for free operation or travel of window
glass. Adjustments of the window guide and
the glass run channel must be made in con
junction with each other.

After removal of door trim pad (par. 13-20),
the window guide may be adjusted forward,
rearward, in, or out at both upper and lower
ends as required. Guide attaching stud holes
are slotted to provide forward or rearward
movement of both ends of the guide. In or out
movement is obtained by adding or removing
washers on studs between window guide and
door inner panel. See figure 13-61.

~HANNEl
SCREWS

Figure 13-61 -Window Guide and Lock Pillar Glass Ru~
Channel AdjuStments

The lock pillar glass run channel may be ad
justed to tilt the window glass inward or out
ward from a vertical line of travel. The hole in
lock pillar at .channel lower attaching screw is
slotted to permit lateral movement of lower
end of channel. Loosen upper attaching screw
slightly then loosen lower screw and swing
channel in required direction and tighten both
screws. See figure 13-61.

c. Window Glass Travel Adjustments

If window glass does not t ravel high enough
to cushion against underside of roof rail, or
travels so high that it interferes with opening
and closing of door, the maximum height of
glass may be set by adjusting the stop screws
located on upper edge of door inner panel. See
figure 13-62, view A.

A L
B-LOWER SASH CHANNEL ADJUSTMENT

Figure 13-62-Window Glass Travel Adju5tments

When the window glass is all the way down,
the upper glass channel should be flush with
the top edge of door. If adjustment is required
to obtain this fit, loosen the glass lower sash
channel attaching screws, adjust glass up or
down at each end as required, then tighten
screws securely. See figure 13-62, view B.

The anti-rattler rubber roller on top edge of
door inner panel may be adjusted in or out to
secure proper contact to cushion the glass
against vibration or shock when door is slam
med shut. Adjust these rollers to a uniform
light contact with window glass. See figure
13-62, view A.

If the height of window glass is changed very
much it may be necessary to change the height
of the ventilator (subpar. d), to maintain
proper alignment of window glass and venti
lator.

d. Door Ventilator Adjustments

If the door ventilat or is not in proper align
ment with door window glass after adjustment
of the latter, the ventilator assembly and the
division channel may be adjusted .to obtain
alignment as follows:

1. Loosen screws attaching ventilator to
door inner panel and shift ventilator in re
quired direction. See figure 13-63.
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2. Adjust division channel in required direc
tion by loosening attaching screws at top edge
of door inner panel and at lower end of channel.
See figure 13-63.

3. If vent ilator assembly has to be moved
upward, both of the preceding steps may be
required. Particular attention should be given
to the ventilator rubber weatherstrip where
cemented to the outside reveal of ventilator
opening. The upward adjustment must not im
pair the sealing qualities of the weatherstrip.

Figure 13-63-Door Ventilator Assembly Ad justments
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13-28 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF
HYDRO-LECTRIC POWER
SYSTEM

The Hydro-Lectric Power System built into '
the bodies of Models 56-C and 76-C provides
power operation of the folding top, door win
dows and front seat. In 1949 Models 56-C and
76-C it also provides power operation of the
rear quarter windows.

The Hydro-Lectric Power System is a com
bination hydraulic and electric system in which '
hydraulic fluid pressure, generated by an elec
.t r ica lly driven pump (the power unit) is piped
to hydraulic cylinders which apply the fluid
pressure in raising and lowering the top, rais
ing windows, and moving the front seat for
ward, depending upon the controls being oper
ated. Spring pressure is used to lower the
windows and move the seat rearward.

Steel tubing is used for the pipes which con
duct the hydraulic fluid between the power unit
pump and the hydraulic cylinders which oper
ate the folding top, windows and front seat. .
Rubber hoses are used at the power unit and
where the lines enter the doors at hinge pillars,
to provide the flexibility required at these
points. The fluid pipes are formed in loops at
the lower ends of folding top power cylinders
to provide flexibility required by the slight

hinging movement of cylinders during opera
tion. See figure 13-64.

The pipe connected to the outlet or pressure
side of the power unit pump is connected to
the inlet port of the folding top control va lve
under the cowl. By means of tees, this pipe
also connects with fluid pipes running to the
cylinders in the window lifts and seat adjuster
so that fluid can flow between these cylinders
and the power unit independently of the top
control valve.

Fluid pipes to the seat adjuster and folding
top power cylinders run rearward from the
dash panel on top of the body floor . The pipes
as well as the seat adjuster wiring harness are
enclosed and protected by pressed steel covers.

The car battery supplies the current used by
the power unit motor. This current is con
trolled by a solenoid relay switch mounted on
the motor. The solenoid relay switch, in turn,
is controlled by the folding top, window and
seat control switches located at convenient
points in the body.

The ignition sw itch must be turned "ON"
in order to operate any part of the Hydro-Lee
tric Power System since all controlling circuits
pass through this switch. The controlling cir
cuits also pass through a circuit breaker,
mounted on dash under the cowl, which pro
t ects the circuit wiring and electrical units.
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Figure 13-64-Hydraulic System Diagram-1948 Models

Current used by the power unit motor does not
pass through the ignition switch and circuit
breaker.

The electrical circuits and the hydraulic cir
cuits are shown schematically in figures 13-74
and 13-76.

13-29 HYDRO-LECTRIC POWER UNIT
ASSEMBLY

The power unit assembly provides hydraulic
fluid pressure when required fo r operation of
the folding top, windows and front seat. On
1948 models, the power unit is mounted on the
left side of the cowl, and in 1949 models it is
mounted on the right side of cowl. In both cases
it is under the rear end of front fender and
may be reached by raising th e hood. The as
sembly is cushioned on rubber mountings, is

connected to the hydraulic fluid pipes by rubber
hoses, and the motor is electrically grounded
to the body by a flexible ground strap. See
figure 13-65.

The power unit assembly consists of an
electric motor, a rotor type oil pump, and a
fluid reservoir assembled vertically into a single
unit. A solenoid relay switch is mounted on the
motor frame and is connected to the motor
terminal by a copper strap.

Th e solenoid relay switch closes the circuit
between the battery and power unit motor
whenever the solenoid is energized by current
flowing through any closed control switch. The
current passing through the solenoid windings
to ground causes the solenoid plunger to move
upward until a contact on plunger closes the
battery-to-motor circuit, thereby starting the
power unit motor so that the pump can deliver
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fluid pressure. When the control switch is re
turned to neutral pos ition the energizing cir
cuit is broken, the solenoid is demagnetized and
the plunger drops to break battery-to-motor
circuit.

The pump inner rotor is keyed to the motor
armature shaft; a spring-loaded seal and a
drain-back passage in pump body prevent leak
age of fluid around the armature shaft. Pump
intake and drainback pipes pressed into the
pump body extend down to near the bottom of
the reservoir and their lower ends are provided
with a baffle to prevent turbulence of fluid in
reservoir. The fluid reservoir is held to the
lower side of pump by a snap-on spring wi re
bail, and a synthetic rubber gasket is installed
between the pump and reservoir The reservoir
is vented to atmosphere through a small hole
in pump body.

Figu re 13-65-Power Unit Installation-1948 Mode ls

A spring-loaded combination pressure-relief
and drain-back valve is located in the outlet
passage of the pump. When the pump is
started, the va lve opens against spring pres
sure to permit fluid to flow to any hydraulic
cylinder requiring fluid pressure. As pump
pressure increases, the valve opens farther to
by-pass some fluid back int o the reservoir; the
valve spring is calibrated to regulate the fluid

pressure at a rliaximum of 250-260 pounds per
square inch.

When the pump stops running, the spring
closes the valve, and in this position the pump
outlet is connected to the by-pass passage lead
ing to the reservoir. Whenever a window is
lowered, or the front seat is moved rearward,
a spring in the window lift or seat adjuster
forces fluid out of the hydraulic cylinder and
back into the reservoir through the pressure
relief valve. Fluid discharged from a folding
top power cylinder does not drain back through
the valve but returns to the reservoir through
the pump intake pipe.

13-30 FOLDING TOP HYDRO-LECTRIC
POWER SYSTEM

The power system which operates the fold
ing top consists of the power unit assembly
described in paragraph 13-29, a control valve
and switch assembly, two folding top power
cylinders, and connecting fluid pipes and con
trol circuit wiring.

a . Folding Top Control Valve and
Switch Assembly

The control valve and switch assembly which
controls operation of the folding top is mounted
on the left side of dash panel under the cowl.
It is operated by a control rod and knob,
marked "POWER TOP", at lower edge of in
strument panel. With ignition switch turned
"ON", pushing the control knob forward
causes the folding top to raise; pulling knob
rearward causes top to fold down.

The control valve and switch assembly is a
combination directional selector valve and
power unit control switch. The selector
valve routes hydraulic fluid from the power
unit pu mp to the upper or lower ends of the
power cylinders as required, and also routes
fluid forced from opposite ends of cylinders
back into the power unit reservoir through the
drain-back pipe. The switch controls the power
unit motor through the solenoid r ela y switch,
as explained in paragraph 13-29.

The fluid pipe from outlet side of power unit
pump connects to the inlet port of the folding
top control valve. The control valve has three
other ports for fluid pipe connections. A fluid
pipe connects one va lve port to the lower ends
of both folding top power cylinders. Another
port is similarly connected to the upper ends
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of both power cylinders. The third port is con
nected by a drainback pipe to the power unit
r eservoir at intake side of pump. See figure
13-66 .

The valve base plate is an aluminum die
casting having four lis" pipe-thread holes for
fluid pipe connections which lead to four port
holes on the inner face. The inner face is lapped
to provide a fluid-tight contact with the lapped
face of a plastic rotary valve. The rotary valve
is held against the base plate by a coil spring
and also by the differential in fluid pressure
on both sides of valve when pump is operating.
The valve is housed by a plastic inner cover
which forms a bearing for the valve operating
shaft. The joint between cover and base plate
is sealed by a synthetic rubber ring, and an
other rubber washer seals the valve operating
shaft against leakage.

PRE SSURE LINE FRO M PUMP

\

CO NTACT PLATE

CO NTACT

11.
;1111

~_ TO TO P , O F PO W ER
~LU I~ E~~~~~~R ------TO BO TTOM \ CYLINDER

Figure 13-66-Conlrol Valve and Switch Assembly, wilh
Cover Removed

A plastic outer cover, which is locked to
valve operating shaft by a screw, bears a trun
nion to which the control rod is attached. When
control knob is pushed or pulled to raise or
lower the top, the rotary valve is turned to
permit hydraulic fluid to flow between power
unit and fo lding top power cylinders in the re
quired directions. A centering spring in the
outer cover returns the cover and valve to
neutral position when the cont rol knob is r e
leased.

A fluid by-pass feature is incorporated in
the valve to eliminate the spilling of hydraulic
fluid from the pump reservoir when the fold
ing top is raised or lowered manually. It pro
vides a fluid circuit between the top and bottom
ends of the power cylinder through the valve
when in neutral position.

A stationary L-shaped switch contact
on the inner cover projects up into a recess in
a switch contact plate on inner side of the outer
cover. See figure 13-66. The "hot " wire from
ignition switch is connected to the stationary
contact and the contact plate is connected by a
wire to the solenoid relay switch. When the
outer cover is rotated to extreme position in
either direction these contacts touch and close
the energizing circuit to the solenoid relay
switch, which starts the pow er unit. The switch
contacts also serve as stops for the valve in
the operating positions. When the control knob
is released and the centering spring returns the
switch cover to neutral, the contacts separate,
thus stopping the power unit.

, b. Folding Top Power Cylinders

Two hydraulic power cylinders are used to
raise and lower the folding top. One cylinder is
located vertically in each rear quarter of body
below the top hinge.

Each power cylinder is a steel tube closed at
each end by crimped-in die castings and en
closing a piston attached to a rod which extends
through the upper end casting. The end cast
ings have rubber seals to form fluid tight joints
and have lis" pipe-thread holes for hydraulic
fluid pipe connections.

The lower end casting of the cylinder forms
a yoke which is hinged by a clevis pin to an
anchor bracket on body floor. The upper
end casting provides a bearing for the pis
ton rod which is connected to the top link
age mechanism.

When fluid under pressure from the pump
passes through the folding top control valve in
to the lower ends of both power cylinders, the
pistons are forced upward to raise the folding
top. At the same time, fluid on upper sides of
pistons is forced out of cylinders and back
through the control valve to the power unit
reservoir. When fluid from the pump enters
the upper ends of power cylinders, the reverse
action takes place and the folding top is
lowered.

c. Neutral Position, Top Stationary

When the top control knob is released, it is
held in neutral position by the centering spring
in the valve and switch assembly. In this posi
tion the electrical circuit is open so that power
unit is stopped, and the control valve blocks
all fluid flow to the folding top power cylinders
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Figure 13-67-Top Circuit Diagram, Neutral Pos ition , Top
Stationary
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Figure 13-68-Top Circuit Diagram, Control Knob Pushed
Forward, Raising Top

so that the top remains stationary. The top may
be fully raised, fully lowered, or held at any
point in between. See figure 13-67.

Since flow to the power cylinders is blocked,
the top is not affected by operation of power
unit when raising windows or moving the seat.

d. Operation When Raising Top

When the top control knob is pushed forward
to raise the top, the control valve is turned to
a position to allow fluid flow from the pressure
side of the power unit pump to the lower ends

of folding top power cylinders, and also to allow
fluid flow from the top of power cylinders to
the power unit reservoir. The finall/s" of travel
of control knob closes the switch in valve as
sembly and if the ignition switch is turned
"ON", current will flow through the solenoid
windings of relay switch on power unit motor.
The energized solenoid closes the relay switch
to start the power unit motor and pump. Pres
sure generated by the pump causes fluid to
flow from power unit reservoir, through the
control valve and into lower ends of power
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Figure 13-69-Top Circuit Diagram, Control Knob Pulled
Rearward , Lowering Top

cylinders. This forces the pistons up to raise
the top, and also forces fluid out of the top
ends of cylinders, through the control valve to
the power unit reservoir. See figure 13-68. The
raising operation can be stopped at any point
by releasing the control knob.

e. Operation When Lowering Top

Wh en the top control knob is pulled rear
ward to lower the top th e same action takes
place as described ab ove for raising the top,
except that the flow of fluid between control
valve and power cylinders is in the reverse
direction. This is because the control valve is
turned in the opposite direction to allow fluid
flow into the top end of pow er cylinders and
flow . out of lower end of cylinders. See fig
ure 13-69.

13-31 WINDOW AND SEAT HYDRO
LECTRIC POWER SYSTEMS

The power systems which operate the win
dows and the front seat are identical in prin
ciple, therefore both systems are covered in
this paragraph. Th e power systems consist of
the power unit assembl y described in para
graph 13-29, control switches, window lifts or a
seat adjuster, connecting fluid pipes and con
trol circ uit wiring.

a. Door Window Hydraulic Lifts

A window hydraulic lift is installed verti
cally between the inner and outer panels of

each door. The lift consists of a frame, cylinder,
and two springs. The lower end of frame is
anchored to the door and operating arms on the
upper end engage a cam attached to the window
lower sash channel. The cylinder is installed in
the frame so that its piston rod pushes upward
on the operating arms to raise the window
glass wh en fluid is admitted to the cylinder.
The springs pull the operating arms downward
to lower the window glass when the valve in
cylinder" is opened to allow fluid to escape.

The lift cylinder is a steel tube inclosing a
piston attached to a rod which extends through
the upper cap. The upper cap is crimped in
place and sealed to prevent escape of fluid. It
houses a saturated felt which excludes foreign
matter and acts as a permanent lubricant for
the piston rod. The piston rod is rounded at
the outer end to fit a formed seat in one win
dow operating arm of the frame assembly.

The solenoid valve which closes the lower
end of lift cylinder consists of a solenoid wind
ing and stationary core inclosing a spring
loaded plunger. The plunger contains a disk
which is normally pressed against the valve
seat by the spring pressure. When the solenoid
is ener gized by current flowing through the
closed control switch, the plunger is pulled up
ward to open the valve and permit the passage
of fluid. When the control switch is in neutral
position the solenoid is de-magnetized and the
spring pushes the plunger down to close
the valve.
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b. Rear Quarter Window Hydraulic Lifts
1949 Models 56-C and 76-C

1949 convertible coupes are equipped with
hydraulic lifts for power operation of the rear
quarter windows. The lifts are similar in con
struction to the door window lifts (SUbpar. a),
except that only one spring is used. The lifts
are installed in a vertical position in the rear
quarter section of body.

c. Hydraulic Seat Adjuster

A hydraulic seat adjuster assembly is in
stalled below the front seat to provide power
operation of the seat. The seat adjuster as
sembly consists of a frame, cylinder and one
spring.

Except for size, the internal construction of
the cylinder assembly is identical with the door
window lift cylinder assembly (subpar. a). The
seat is moved forward by fluid pressure and
moved rearward by spring pressure. To pre
vent forward movement of the seat during an
emergency stop, a ratchet mechanism is built
into the frame assembly.

d. Control Switches

The switches which control operation ofwin
dow lifts and seat adjuster are identical in
design and operation. Each is a toggle switch
which normally stays in neutral or open posi
tion. When the switch knob is pushed up for
raising a window, or forward for moving seat
forward, the switch closes the circuits to oper-

ate the power unit and the solenoid valve in the
power cylinder in lift or seat adjuster. Wh en
switch is move d' in the opposite direction, the
circuit to the cylinde r solenoid val ve is closed
to operate the val ve, but the circuit to power
unit remains open so that power unit does not
operate.

On 1948 Models, one switch is mounted on
the right door for controlling operation of the
right door window, and two switches are
mounted on the left door for controlling both
door windows. The forward switch controls
the right door window and the rearward switch
controls the left door window.

On 1949 Models, one switch is mounted on
the right door for controlling operation of the
right door window, and four switches are
mounted in a cluster on the left door for con
trolling all door and rear quarter windows.
Starting at the forward (No.1) switch, this
switch controls:

1. Right rear quarter window
2. Left rear quarter window
3. Right door window
4. Left door window
In addition to the switches on the left door,

each rear quarter window is controlled by a
single switch on the adjacent rear quarter trim
panel.

A single switch is mounted on the left end
of the front seat frame for control of the seat
adjuster.
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Figure 13-70-Window or Seat Circuit Diagram, Neutral or
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e. Neutral Position, Window or Seat

Stationary

When the window (or seat) control switch
is released it is in neutral position so that all
electrical circuits are open. The pow er unit is
stopped and the solenoid valve in power cylin
der is closed, thus blocking movement of the
window (or seat). Since the valve is closed, no
movement of window (or seat) can take place
when the power unit is operated to move the
folding top. See figure 13-70, whi ch shows the
power cylinder partially filled, indicating that
window is part way up (or seat part way for
ward).

f. Operation When Raising Window or

Moving Seat Forward

Before attempting to move windows or seat,
the folding top control knob must be in neutral
position so there is no fluid flow in the folding
top power system.

When the control switch knob is moved up
to raise the window (or forward to move seat
forward) the circuits to the solenoid relay
switch on power unit motor and to the solenoid
valve in the power cylinder are closed. The
solenoid valve opens to allow fluid to enter the
cylinder and the pow er unit motor and pump
start operating. Fluid entering the power cylin
der causes the piston to raise the window (or
move seat forward) against the action of the

return spring in window lift (or seat ad
juster) . See figure 13-71.

When switch knob is released the circuits are
broken, the power unit stops, the solenoid valve
closes and the window (or seat) is held station
ary by the oil trapped in power cylinder.

g. Operation When Lowering Window or
Moving Seat Rearward

Before attempting to move windows or seats
the folding top control knob must be in neutral
position so there is no fluid flow in the folding
top power system.

When the control switch knob is moved
down to lower the window (or rearward to
move seat rearward) the circuit to the sole
noid valve is closed, causing the valve to open.
The circuit to the power unit solenoid relay
switch remains open, thus eliminating action
of the power unit pump. When the solenoid
valve opens, the pressure of the return spring
in window lift (or seat adjuster) forces fluid
out of power cylinder, back through the fluid
pipe to the power unit reservoir through the
power unit pressure relief valve. This spring
action also moves the window down (or seat
rearward). See figure 13-72.

When switch knob is released it returns to
neutral position. The solenoid valve circuit is
broken, the valve closes, and the fluid trapped
in power cylinder holds the window (or seat)
stationary.
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13-32 SERVICE RECOM M ENDATIONS

IMPORTANT : Every precaution must be
taken to avoid entrance of dirt, water , or any
trace of min eral oil into the hydraulic system.
To guard against contamination make certain
that containers us ed for fluid are absolutely
clean and have not been used for mineral oil.

Before working on hydraulic system be sure
to cover adjacent trim and painted surfaces.
Hydraulic fluid is injurious to car finish and
damage is almost instantaneous.

Hydraulic fluid is inflammable; be careful to
avoid dropping fluid on hot manifold or ex
haust pipe.

a. Checking Fluid Level a nd Adding Fluid

Cars equipped with the Hydro-Lectric Power
System have the power unit reservoir partially
drained when shipped from the factory by rail
or truck. A tag attached to steering wheel gives
notice that reservoir must be filled before car is
delivered to customer. Since the tag may be
come detached in handling it is always advis
able to check fluid level before delivering
any car.

Th e following procedure must be used when
ever it becomes necessary to check fluid level
and add fluid.

1. Lower the top, move front seat to rear
ward position, and fully lower all windows.

2. Remove fluid reservoir and fill to the fluid
level line Ph" below top), using Delco Super
No. 9 or 11 Brake Fluid. Install reservoir.

NOTE : Brake fluid heavier than No . 11 should
not be used in ex tremely cold climates as it
will cause sluggish operation of Hydro-Lectric
system.

3. Operate the' top, all windows and front
seat several t imes each until all air has left the
fluid system. If air is present, a chattering

. noise will be produced when top, windows , or
seat are operate d. After all air has been ex
pell ed, lower the top, move seat back, and fully
lower all windows.

4. Again remove r eservoir and ad just fluid
level to the fluid line (%" below top) .

5. Install reservoir, making certa in that gas
ket is in good condition and that reservoir
makes full contact a ll a round. CAUT ION: Any
leakag e of dir t or water into rese rv oir will
cause serious damage in Hydro-Lectric Power
System .

b . Seasonal Change of Fluid

Hydraulic fluid should be changed once a
yea r, preferably in the Fall. Since the power
un it pump reservoir is vented to atmosphere a
certain amount of air is drawn into and ex
pelled from the reser voir during operat ion of
the system. Incoming ai r may bring in a certain
amount of fine dust which will ac cumulate as
sludge in the bottom of the r eservoir. Normally,
a seasonal change of fluid in the reservoir is
sufficient, however, if there is very much ac
cumulation of sludge in the reservoir it is im-
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portant to change fluid in the complete hydraulic
system, as follows:

1. Lower the top, move seat fully rearward,
and fully lower all windows.

2. Disconnect battery to avoid accidental
operation of power system when pump reser
voir is removed.

3. Remove and empty pump reservoir. Place
a receptacle under pump to catch fluid, then
manually raise and lower the top several times
while holding the control knob in proper posi
tions. This operation will drain fluid from both
ends of the power cylinders.

4. Thoroughly clean all sludge from reser
voir, using Declene (Group 4.683) or 99 %
methyl alcohol.

5. Fill reservoir to the fluid line (lf2" from
top) with Delco Super No.9 or 11 Brake Fluid
and install on pump.

6. Connect battery, using care to properly
wind clock (par. 10-66, c).

7. Operate the top up and down to pump the
fluid into the power cylinders. Additional filling
of reservoir will be necessary as the capacity of
the two pow er cylinders is almost double that
of the reservoir.

8. With reservoir filled to level line, operate
top up and down until all air has been expelled
from this part of system. If air is present a
chattering noise will be produced during opera
tion of top.

9. After all air has been expelled from top
hydraulic system, operate the front seat and all
windows until all air has been expelled from
these systems.

10. Remove reservoir and adjust fluid level
to the fluid line (lf2" below top) . Install reser
voir making certain that gasket is in good
condition and that reservoir makes full contact
all around.

13-33 TROUBLE DIAGNOSIS

Failure of any part of the Hydro-Lectric
Power System can result from three major
classes of faults, namely: (1) Mechanical, (2)
Electrical, (3) Hydraulic. Before doing any
work on the electrical or hydraulic systems it
is always advisable to make sure that the fault
is not mechanical.

a. Top W ill Not Operate

1. Mechanical interference due to luggage or
other objects; hold-down strap not removed, or
top not free from windshield header studs.

2. Electrical shorts or loose connections in
control switch circuit (par. 13-34) ; dirty con
trol switch contacts; inoperative power unit
motor (subpar. k).

3. Hydraulic fluid low; power unit pump in
operative; stoppage in fluid pipes (par. 13-34) ;
faulty control valve; broken port plate in pump.

b. Top Operates in One Direction only

1. Mechanical interference, same as in sub
paragraph a.

2. Electrical shorts or loose connections in
control switch circuit (par. 13-34) ; dirty con
trol switch contact; improperly adjusted con
trol rod (par. 13-35).

3. Hydraulic power cylinder faulty; stop
page in fluid pipes; faulty control valve.

c. W indow Lift In operative

1. Mechanical interference from door arm
rest screw; misaligned glass run channel or
window guide (par. 13-27); window lift not
connected to lower sash channel.

2. Electrical short or loose connection in
"BAT", "MOT" or "CYL" circuit (par. 13-34) ;
cylinder solenoid inoperative (par. 13-34);
power unit motor inoperative (subpar. k).

3. Hydraulic fluid low; hoses crimped or
stoppage in fluid pipes (par. 13-34); pump
pressure relief valve stuck; cylinder piston rod
disconnected; broken port plate in pump.

d. W indows Operate Slowly Upward

1. Mechanical binding due to misalignment;
glass run channels excessively wet. If window
does not fully close, stops are improperly ad
justed (par. 13-27, c.) or there is insufficient
hydraulic fluid.

2. Electrical failure due to low battery (par.
10-17) . .

3. Hydraulic failure due to stuck pump pres
su re relief va lve; top control rod improperly
adj usted so that control valve is held partially
open to allow fluid to enter top lines (par.
13-35) .

e. Windows O perate Slow ly Downwa rd

If a window moves slowly downward when
control switch is in neutral position, the sole
noid valve in window lift cylinder is leaking.

1. Mechanical binding due to misalignment;
glass run channels excessively wet; window
lift return spring broken.

2. Hydraulic fluid old, congealed, or too

•,
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heavy for prevailing temperatures; pump pres
sure relief valve stuck.

f. Window Raises When Top or Seat Is
Operated

1. El ectrical control circuit crossed due to
switch "CYL" terminal touching "BAT" ter
minal.

2. Hydraulic pressure too high if more than
one window raises.

g. Two Windows Operate from One Switch

1. Electrical control circuit crossed due to
switch "CYL" terminals touching.

2. Hydraulic pressure too high (par. 13-34).

h. Seat Adjuster Inoperative

1. Mechanical interference from object un
der seat; seat adjuster misaligned; seat ad
juster not attached to seat frame or floor.

2. El ectrical fault same as for window (sub
par. c).

3. Hydraulic fault same as for window (sub
par. c).

l, Seat Operates Slowly Forward or
Rearward

Same as for windows operating slowly up
ward (subpar. d) or downward (subpar. e).

[, All Units Operate Slowly Forward or
Rearward

1. Mechanical interference due to misalign
ment.

2. El ectrical fault due to low battery (par.
10-17) .

3. Hydraulic fluid too heavy; pump pressure
relief valve stuck; crimped fluid hoses or stop
page in fluid pipes (par. 13-34).

k. Power Unit Inoperative on Any
Control Switch

When running, the power unit has a clearly
audible whirring sound.

1. Battery low (par. 10-17) .
2. Wiring connections between ignition

switch and solenoid relay switch loose, dirty or
disconnected (par. 13-34).

3. Circuit breaker inoperative.
4. Solenoid relay switch inoperative.
5. Power unit motor inoperative.

13-34 TESTS OF HYDRO-LECTRIC
POWER SYSTEM

When the Hydro-Lectric Power System fails
to operate properly, two important service in
spections should be made before making any
other inspections and tests.

1. Check the battery and cables as described
in paragraph 10-17. If battery specific gravity
is below 1.200 the voltage may be sufficient to
run the power unit motor but may not be
sufficient to operate power cylinder solenoid
valves also:

2. Check the level of fluid in pump reservoir
as described in paragraph 13-32.

a. Tests of Electrical Circuits

Aside from low battery, failure in the electri
cal system may be due to circuit faults such as
loose or dirty wiring terminals, shorted or
grounded wires, inoperative circuit breaker, in
operative switches or solenoids, or inoperative
pow er unit motor. It is necessary to test each
part of the aff ected circuit to determine the
cause of failure.

In general, tests may be made in the same
manner as for other electrical circuits in the
car. A jumper wire may be used to bridge
around a wire or unit, or to provide a positive
ground. A 6-volt test lamp or a voltmete r may
be used to det ermine whether current is flowing
or is available at a given unit. In applying these
methods of test refer to the circuit diagrams
given in figure 13-74 or 13-76 and pay particu
lar attention to color codes specified for wires
and terminal markings on the units.

When it is necessary to remove a window
or seat control switch for test, use a screw

Figure 13-73-Removing Door Window Control Switch, Escutcheon
Removed-1948 Models
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driver to depress the spring clips at each end
of switch and to start the switch out, as shown
in figure 13-73. On the door window switches,
the escutcheon must be pried off before re 
moving switch ; on seat adjuster switch this is
not necessary.

To check operation of switch, wiring and
solenoid valve in cylinder of window lift (or
seat adjuster) without removing trim pad,
turn ignition switch "ON" and push control
switch knob up or down. A sharp "click" will
be heard when contact is made. If no "click" is
heard either the switch, wiring, or solenoid is
at fault and each part should be tested in
dividually.

Figure 13-75-Pressure Gauge Installed in Pow er Unit Pressure Line

b. Tests of Hydraulic Circuits

Th e fluid pressure of the power unit pump is
controlled by the pressu r e relief va lve to main
tain a maximum pressu r e of 250 to 260 pounds
per square inch. Under no circu mstance should
the valve be changed to provide a higher pres
sure. In conjunction with the spring on the
valve, washers are also added under the head
of valve plug to adjust for the specifi ed pres
sure. When valve is removed for cleaning be
sure to reinstall the same number of washers.

After making certain that the hydraulic sys
tem is proper ly filled with fluid , the system may
be checked for proper pressure at the various

. units by disconnecting the fluid pipe or hose
and inserting pressure gauge KMO 637. See fig
ure 13-75. Start at the power unit pressure line
to make certain that the pump is delivering the
required pressure, then connect to the top con
trol valve and finally at the affected power
cylinder.

With test gauge installed in power unit pres
sure line and ignition switch turned "ON", test
output pressure of pump. If top is raised, push
control knob forward (if down, pull knob rear
ward), hold for 10 or 15 seconds and then note
gauge reading. This should be 250 to 260
pounds. If pressure is below normal, the pump
must be inspected and the trouble corrected.

When installing test gauge at top control
valve, connect at port leading to top end of
power cylinder if test is made with top raised;
if top is down connect at port leading to bottom
of power cylinder. See figure 13-77. Make test
as previously described. If pressure is below
normal, the trouble is either in the hose or
pipes leading to cont rol valve, or in the valve
itself.

When installing t est gauge at to p power
cylinder, conn ect at top end if test is made with
top raised; if top is down, connect to bottom
end. If pressure is not normal, the trouble is
either in the fluid pipes or fitt ing between the
control valve and cylinder or in the cylinder
itself.

When test gauge is insta lled at power cylin 
der of window lift or seat adjuster, subnormal
pressure indicates trouble in the fluid pipes,
fittings or hoses between power un it and cylin
der or a leak in the cylinder itself.

13 -35 ADJUSTMENT OR REPLACEMENT
OF HYDRO - LECTRIC UNITS

a . Adiustme nt of Top Control Rod

The top control rod must be adjusted so that
the control switch makes positi ve contact in
both direc t ions. When installing control valve
and switch assembly, or wh en switch is not
making positi ve contact , adjust cont ro l rod as
follows:

1. Before putting rod into trunnion on switch
cover, loosen knob lock nut and align the rod
with hole in trunnion, then tighten lock nut.

2. Make sure cont rol valve and swi tch as
sembly is in neutral (center) position. Insert
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rod in trunnion hole far enough so that dis
tance from plastic knob to face of knob bushing
is I" to l 'ib", then tighten trunnion set screw.
See figure 13-77.

3. Operate control knob in both directions
several times to make sure there is no binding
and that centering spring in switch returns
valve and switch to neutral position when con- .
trol knob is released. -

b. Repla cement of Un its

The top control valve and switch assembly,
control switches, solenoid relay switch, circuit
breaker, and power cylinders are serviced as
complete assemblies only. Parts are furnished
for servicing the power unit motor and pump
in case minor repairs or replacements become
necessary.

Replacement procedure for each unit is
obvious on inspection. When disconnecting hy
draulic fluid pipes attention must be given to
precautions given in subparagraph c, below.

c. Precautions When Disconn ecting
Fluid Pipes

If fluid pipes are disconnected for any rea
son, . the : following precautions must be ob
served:

1. Do not disconnect any fluid pipe without
first disconnecting the battery to prevent acci
dental pumping of hydraulic fluid on finished
surfaces or upholstery. Hydraulic fluid will
damage lacquer finishes.

2. When a fluid pipe is disconnected, there
will be a certain loss of fluid and, under cer
tain conditions, the fluid may be pressurized in
the line. Always have ample rags or a suitable
receptacle to catch this fluid and prevent dam
age or possible fire; hydraulic fluid is in flam
mable.

3. When a fluid pipe is disconnected, be sure
to plug or cap open end of pipe to avoid en
trance of dirt, and in case the battery has to
be connected for any reason. Also tape ends of
any wires that may be disconnected.

4. The top must not be operated manually
while the pump is disconnected except while
cleaning system.

5. Before connecting fittings or pipes, spar
ingly apply a coating of "Amberoid Cement"
or "3-M Adhesive #EC-847" to threaded areas
to prevent possible seepage of fluid.

6. After pipes are connected, operate the top,
seat, and windows through several cycles to
expel all air and fill reservoir to fluid line
(par. 13-32).

Figu re 13-7 7-Top Control Rod Adjustment and Fluid Pipe
Connections to Cont rol Valve
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13-36 DOOR LOCKS

The 1948 model door outside lock is held in
place by a staple which extends through holes
in the lock pillar to engage grooves in the lock
body. To remove the lock, pry the staple out
with a screw driver, using a small block of
wood as a fulcrum to avoid marring the lock
pillar. See figure 13-78.

The 1949 model door locks are the same as in
the closed bodies and are replaced in the same
manner (par. 13-6).

Figure 13-78-000r Outside Lock Removal-1948 Mod els

13-37 GLASS REPLACEMENT

Windshield glasses are replaced in the same
manner as described for closed bodi es in para
graph 13-15 (1948) and 13-16 (1949).

Door ventilators are similar to the ventila
tors on closed body doors and are serviced in
the same manner. See paragraph 13-19.

On 1949 Models, the front and rear door
windows are similar to windows in the sedans

and are serviced in the same manner. See para
graph 13-18.

a. Repla cement of Front or Rear Door
Window Glass-1 948 Models

1. Loosen glass run channel at top of divi
sion channel and remove one metal screw
(front door) or two wood screws (rear door)
which attach the upper end of di vision channel.

2. Remov e inside trim panel and regulator
panel. See figure 13-79.

3. Disconnect lower end ' of divi sion channel
and swing it to permit r emoval of window
glass. See figure 13-80 .

4. Install window glass by reversing removal
procedure.

Figure 13-79-Rear Door with Inside Trim Panel Removed
1948 Models
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Figur .. 13 -80-Removing Rear Door Window Glau-1948 Models

b. Replacement of Side Quarter Glass

1. On 1948 Models , remove garnish moldings
on lock pillar and belt rail. On 1949 Models ,
remove garnish molding and belt finishing
panel. Remove inside trim panel.

2. On 1948 Models, remove filler strips at
the bottom and front of glass. See figure 13-81.

3. Remove glass by sliding it downward and
forward.

4. Install glass by reversing removal proce
dure. Place glass in rubber channel and set in
3-M Rubber Adhesive (par. 13-4).

Figure 13-81-Removal of Rear Quarter Window Filler Strips
1948 Models

c. Replacement of Lift Gate Glass

To remove lift gate glass, remove the center
division inner molding and the garnish mold
ing. When installing glass, place glass in rub
ber channel and set in 3-M Rubber Adhesive
(par. 13-4).

13-38 CORRECTION OF DUST AND
WATER LEAKS-1948 MODELS

The doors and end gates are sealed with
standard closed body weatherstrip cemented in

place. The weatherstrip space between flange
of door and the body is %", which will permit
weatherstrip to firmly contact the body when
door is closed. If this space is greater than %"
so that weatherstrip does not contact body,
correction may be made by loosening weather
strip from door flange and inserting a %" x ¥2"
sponge rubber strip of required length, with
rubber parts firmly cemented to door. See fig
ure 13-82.

Figure 13-82-Placing Rubber Strip Behind Door Weathentrip

Correction of leaks at door ventilators is the
same as for closed bodies. See paragraph 13-19.

Front door hinges are sealed against leakage
by sealing compound and cover plates in the
same manner as for closed bodies. See para
graph 13-10 and figure 13-18.

Leakage will occur at rear door upper and
lower hinges if the hinge cut-outs in the hinge
pillars are excessively wide. See figure 13-83.
To correct, fill the cut-out above and below the
hinge with a high grade heavy body plastic
putty.

Figure 13-83-Points of Leakage at Rear Door HingllJ-Lower
Hinge Shown
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Fill any cracks beween the rear quarter glass
rubber channel and the belt rail with 3-M Rub
ber Adhesive (par. 13-4).

Lift gate leaks can be corrected by cementing
%" x Y2" sponge rubber strips across the in
side of the hinge against the hinge pin and at
each end of the lift gate header bar against
the corner posts. See figure 13-84.

Figure 13.84-Spong e Rubber Strips Installed at Lift Gate Hinge

Leaks into .the .tire compartment through
the tail light wire holes may be corrected by
filling under the rear 'floor end scuff plate
weatherstrip with a %" x %" sponge rubber
strip when clearance is greater than %". See
figure 13-85.

Figure 13-85-Point of Leakage into Tire Compartment

Adjust the weatherstrip at the top of tire
gate to seal under the hinge bar and provide a
flush fit against the weatherstrip at both ends.

To correct leaks in to p, apply weatherstrip
cement at the dry molding joints and to any
small deck punctures. Fold down type alumi-

num moldings are used on the top. When mold
ings are removed for any reason it is necessary
to install new moldings and to seal all joints.

13-39 ADJUSTMENT OF DOORS AND
END GATES

On 1949 Models, the doors are similar in
• construction to the closed bodies and the adjust

ment procedure is the same. See paragraph
13-10.

The 1949 Model end gate is supported in the
open position by two cables attached to spring
loaded sash balances mounted behind the rear
quarter trim panels. No adjustment is required
on these cables. If a sash balance becomes in
operative it can be replaced by removing the
rear quarter trim panel and disconnecting the
cable.

On 1948 Models, all doors and end gates
should have a uniform clearance of Y8" to lA,"
in their respective openings. Changes in climate
and weather conditions generally cause some
clearance variation and it may become neces
sary to adjust doors and end gates to maintain
uniform clearance.

a. Door Adjustment-1948 Models
Incorrect door alignment resulting from in

correct body shimming may be adj usted by
shimming door hinges or setting the hinges
deeper, whichever is required to correct the
condition.

Door warpage can be equalized by setting
door hinges in or out, depending upon desired
correction.

If the lock or hinge post extends beyond the
center pillar ,or quarter lock post, it may be
necessary to remove some wood from the outer
surface of the post.

Insufficient lock bolt contact is corrected by
shimming behind the door striker plate.

All major changes in door fits must be fol
lowed by weatherstrip sealing to the correct
clearance.

b. Lift and End Gates-1948 Models
Bind in the lift gate hinge can generally be

corrected by oiling the hinge pins. In severe
cases of bind, it is necessary to shim the hinge
to gate jomt at an angle which will relieve
the bind.

The end gate will be noticeably hard to close
if the gate hinge opening becomes filled with
dirt. Opening should be kept clean.
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If the sliding wire harness folds when
closing the end gate the condition should be
corrected by attaching a short tension spring
(screen door type) between the harness and
the floor under the tire compartment.

The piano hinge on the spare tire door should
be oiled at all regular greasing periods to pre
vent rust. •

13-40 BODY REFINISHING

Th e finish of wood parts on an Estate Wagon
might be compared to the finish on a boat or a
piece of furniture exposed to the outside ele
ments. If the clear finish becomes damaged,
worn through, or weathered so that moisture
can seep through, particularly at joints where
end grain wood becomes exposed, then discol
oration, checking, and cracking of the natural
wood will result.

To avoid undue deterioration of the Estate
Wagon body it should be refinished once a year,
or more often if weather and service conditions
are particularly severe on the finish. Even
though the exterior finish appears to be in
good condition the joints between wooden parts
should be inspected at frequent intervals and
if any are found open they should be filled
immediately to prevent entrance of moisture.

a. Refinishing of Outside Wood Parts

1. Wash top and exterior wood surfaces and
dry thoroughly. Remove dirt and wax from
wood parts with suitable solvent.

2. Sand entire body to smooth out rough
spots and insure proper adhesion of new finish.

3. Remove discolored wood spots by sanding
or bleaching with oxalic acid.

4. Brush all bare wood with "Woodlife", ob
tainable from Protection Products Manufac
turing Company, Kalamazoo 99, Michigan.

5. Fill bare wood with Dupont Wood Filler
No. 27-905.

6. Fill all small cracks with a high grade,
heavy body, plastic putty. Any large cracks or
open joints lis" or more wide should be thor-

Figure 13-86-Filling Cracks at Joints

oughly cleaned out and filled by a wood shim
glued in place. See figure 13-86.

7. Spray or brush all wood parts with two
coats of Dupont Clear Dulux RK-147. Allow 15
hours drying time between coats.

8. Seal all outside plywood to frame joints
with clear Dulux applied with an oil can.

9. Apply Dupont top dressing to the top
deck.

10. Wax entire body.

b. Refinishing of Inside Wood Parts

The wooden construction used in 1948 model
doors and in the rear quarters of 1948 and
1949 models makes it advisable to refinish
wooden parts covered by the inside trim panels.
Since the 1949 model doors are of steel con
struction similar to closed body doors, it is only
necessary to refinish the wooden inside trim
panels without removing them.

1. Remove door and rear quarter trim panels
and thoroughly clean all wood surfaces.

2. Coat inside of doors and rear quarters
with Dupont Clear Dulux RK-147 in same man
ner as for outside refinishing.

3. Fill joint at lower rear corner of wheel
house rail with weatherstrip cement.

4. Refinish trim panels in same manner as
other wood parts, and reinstall.
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